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ABSTRACT  
 

Code smells are symptoms that something is wrong in the source code. 
They have been catalogued and investigated in several programming techniques, 
such as object-oriented and aspect-oriented programming. These techniques 
could also be used to develop Software Product Lines (SPL).Feature-oriented 
programming (FOP) is a specific technique to deal with the modularization of 
features in SPL. One of the most popular FOP languages is AHEAD, and as far 
as we are concerned. Despite of that, we still lack systematic studies on the 
categorization and detection of code smells in AHEAD-based SPL. Therefore, 
this work extended the definitions of three traditional code smells, namely God 
Method, God Class, and Shotgun Surgery, to consider FOP abstractions. We 
then proposed eight new FOP measures to quantify specific characteristics of 
compositional approaches like AHEAD. Finally, we combined the proposed and 
existing measures to define three detection strategies for identifying the 
investigated code smells and developed a computational tool to measure and 
detect the code smells. To evaluate the detection strategies, we performed an 
exploratory study involving 26 participants (Software Engineering experts). The 
participants performed manual inspections relying on measures to identify code 
smells in methods and components and we compared their results with the 
strategies’ using statistical tests. Our analysis showed that the proposed 
detection strategies can be used as code smell predictor, since the statistical tests 
indicated agreement between results obtained from the strategies and those 
obtained from the study participants. Therefore, the main contributions of this 
work are fourfold: eight measures that address specific mechanisms of 
compositional approaches; a different perspective of three traditional code 
smells; three measure-based detection strategies; and a computational tool to 
measure and detect the target code smells in AHEAD source code.   

 
 

Keywords: Code Smells. Detection Strategy. Feature-Oriented Programming. 
Software Product Lines 
 



 
RESUMO 

 

Anomalias de código são sintomas que indicam que alguma coisa está 
errada no código fonte. Essas anomalias têm sido catalogadas e investigadas em 
diversas técnicas de programação, como as programações orientadas a objetos e 
orientadas a aspectos. Essas técnicas podem ser utilizadas para desenvolver 
Linhas de Produtos de Software (LPS). A programação orientada a 
características (POC) é uma técnica específica para tratar a modularização de 
características em LPS. Uma das linguagens POC mais populares é a AHEAD e 
é também utilizada neste trabalho. Apesar disso, ainda faltam estudos 
sistemáticos sobre a categorização e detecção de anomalias de código em LPSs 
baseadas em AHEAD. Portanto, este trabalho estende as definições de três 
anomalias de código tradicionais, chamadas God Method, God Class e Shotgun 
Surgery, para que elas abordem as abstrações da POC. Foram propostas, 
inclusive, oito novas medidas para quantificar características específicas de 
abordagens composicionais como a AHEAD. Finalmente, essas medidas foram 
combinadas com medidas existentes para definir três estratégias de detecção 
para identificar as anomalias investigadas e desenvolver uma ferramenta 
computacional para medir e detectar anomalias de código. Para avaliar as 
estratégias de detecção, um estudo exploratório foi realizado envolvendo 26 
participantes (especialistas em Engenharia de Software). Os participantes 
realizaram inspeções manuais baseadas em medidas para identificar anomalias 
de código em métodos e componentes, e os resultados foram comparados com 
os resultados das estratégias utilizando testes estatísticos. As análises indicam 
que as estratégias de detecção propostas podem ser utilizadas como preditoras 
das anomalias, pois os testes estatísticos indicam acordo entre os resultados 
obtidos a partir das estratégias e os resultados obtidos a partir dos participantes. 
Portanto, as principais contribuições deste trabalho são: oito medidas que 
abordam mecanismos específicos de abordagens composicionais; perspectivas 
diferentes para três anomalias de código tradicionais; três estratégias de detecção 
baseadas em medidas e uma ferramenta computacional para medir e detectar as 
anomalias investigadas em código fonte AHEAD. 
 
 
Palavras-chave: Anomalias de Código. Estratégias de Detecção. Programação 
Orientada a Características. Linhas de Produto de Software. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The measurement of attributes and properties of projects, process, and 

software may help companies to control and achieve their main goal: raise their 

profits with the commercialization of products and services with lower costs, 

high quality, and lower time to market. To evaluate the quality of software in 

general, we can follow standards, such as ISO/IEC 25000, which reviews and 

substitutes ISO/IEC 9126 and ISO/IEC 14598. In this standard, the term 

"metric" was changed to "measure".  

To develop software with lower costs, high quality, and lower time to 

market, different approaches are employed in the academia and in industry 

(SOFTWARE ENGINEERING INSTITUTE - SEI, 2014). Software Product 

Lines (SPL) is an example of these approaches. In this approach, software is 

developed from a set of common properties and differs itself by some features to 

meet needs of the market or of the specific clients (POHL; BOCKLE; LINDEN, 

2005; SEI, 2014). SPL is an emergent approach to software design and 

development whose aim is to promote large-scale and systematic reuse of 

components (CLEMENTS; NORTHROP, 2002; DAVID; WEISS, 1992). This 

reuse is possible due to the SPL architecture: common features of a domain 

compose the kernel and other features define points of variation (JACOBSON; 

GRISS; JOHNSON, 1997). 

A feature may be defined as a prominent or distinctive user-visible 

aspect, quality, or characteristic of software (KANG et al., 1990) and can be 

implemented with different approaches, such as Compositional and Annotative. 

In the Compositional approach, features are implemented in separate artifacts, 

using Feature-Oriented Programming (FOP) (BATORY; SARVELA; 

RAUSCHMAYER, 2003; PREHOFER, 1997) or Aspect-Oriented Programming 

(AOP) (KICZALES et al., 1997). In the Annotative approach, features are 
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identified in the code using, for example, preprocessors (APEL; KASTNER, 

2009). For these approaches, new measures1 were proposed or existing measures 

were adapted to address their specific characteristics (ALI et al., 2010; 

REVELLE; GETHERS; POSHYVANYK, 2011). 

The systematic use of the feature concept in the software lifecycle can 

be achieved with the Feature-Oriented Software Development (FOSD) process. 

This process has four phases (APEL; KASTNER, 2009): i) Domain Analysis; ii) 

Domain Design and Specification; iii) Domain Implementation; and iv) Product 

Configuration and Generation. Companies that intend to use SPL may follow 

orientations of the frameworks available in literature, including works such as 

"A Framework for Software Product Line Practice" (NORTHROP; 

CLEMENTS, 2007) and "A Framework for Software Product Line Engineering" 

(POHL; BOCKLE; LINDEN, 2005). 

1.1 Motivation 

Regarding composition approaches, different techniques may be used to 

modularize features, such as AHEAD (Algebraic Hierarchical Equations for 

Application Design) (BATORY; SARVELA; RAUSCHMAYER, 2003), 

AspectJ (KICZALES et al., 2001), and CaesarJ (MEZINI; OSTERMANN, 

2003). Some of those techniques have been studied in order to compare their 

capability to implement features as basic blocks, to group these blocks, and 

assign a name to them so that they can be manipulated as cohesive modules 

(LOPEZ-HERREJON; BATORY; COOK, 2005). In general, the studied 

techniques are based on two properties: i) base code: it has the main 

implementation; and ii) delta: it has fragments of code that add functionality to 

the base code. 

                                                 
1 We used “measure” instead of “metric” in alignment with ISO/IEC 25000. 
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In spite of the mechanisms for feature modularization, source code 

developed with FOP may present symptoms of poor quality, such as low 

cohesion (APEL; BEYER, 2011) and code clones (SCHULZE; APEL; 

KASTNER, 2010). Some refactoring methods were adapted from traditional 

methods to minimize code clones (SCHULZE et al., 2012), which is a code 

smell. Code smell is an indication that there might be something wrong in the 

source code (FOWLER et al., 1999). 

Along the years, different code smells have been defined and 

catalogued. For instance, Kent Beck in Fowler's book (FOWLER et al., 1999) 

defined 22 code smells for Object-Oriented Programming (OOP). Similarly, 

Monteiro and Fernandes (2005) proposed a set of code smells based on AOP 

constructs and abstractions. In fact, we can find code smells in software written 

in every programming technique. However, we have not found systematic 

studies concerning code smell characterization and detection on FOP-based SPL. 

1.2 Goals 

The goal of this study was to investigate the presence of code smells in 

FOP-based SPL developed with compositional approaches and how we can 

detect them using measure-based detection strategies–mechanisms for 

formulating measures-based rules that capture code smells (LANZA; 

MARINESCU, 2006; MARINESCU, 2004). Specifically, we intended to: 

 

a) Identify and study contemporary measures related to software internal 

quality using a Systematic Literature Review; 

b) Identify a repository of SPLs developed with compositional 

approaches; 

c) Study how traditional code smells can occur in SPLs; 
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d) Study measure-based detection strategies and how to apply them to 

detect code smells in SPL; 

e) Perform an exploratory study to verify if the proposed measure-based 

detection strategies can be used to detect code smells rather than use 

manual inspection; 

f) Develop a tool to measure source code and detect code smells. 

1.3 Methodological Procedures 

This work started on March 2012 and was concluded on February 2014. 

Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-1 depicts the main stages that began with a bibliographical study on 

software quality, measurement, and SPL. Based on that study, we performed a 

Systematic Literature Review (SLR) to catalogue FOP and AOP measures and 

investigated code smells and detection strategies in SPLs.  

Analyzing the measures found in the SLR, the compositional approaches 

for feature implementation, FOP source code developed in AHEAD, and code 

smells definitions, we proposed eight measures to address characteristics of FOP 

and adapted three definitions of Object-Oriented (OO) code smells. The 

proposed measures and code smells were necessary since the measures 

encountered and OO code smells do not address specific mechanisms of SPL 

and compositional approaches. Finally, we combined those measures with 

existing measures to define detection strategies (LANZA; MARINESCU, 2006; 

MARINESCU, 2004) for each code smell. 

We performed an exploratory study with 26 participants (undergraduate 

and graduate students) from two different universities. This study aimed to 

verify if our strategies could be used instead of manual inspections. The 

participants inspected 60 items (methods or components) observing measure 
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values only, i.e., they had no access to the source code. Based on the 

participants’ results and the detection strategies analyses, we performed 

statistical tests to verify the agreement between them. 

 

 
Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-1  Methodological Procedures 

1.4 Dissertation Structure 

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents related 

work and other concepts used to perform this work, such as software measures, 

code smells, measure-based detection strategies, and Software Product Lines. 

Chapter 3 discusses FOP measures and presents eight new measures for the 

compositional approach. Chapter 4 details the adapted code smell definitions, 

our detection strategies, and a computational tool developed to measure and 

detect code smells. Chapter 5 explains the study settings, results, and discusses 

the threats to validity. Chapter 6 presents the conclusion, contribution, future 

work, and publication results. 
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2 BACKGROUND 

2.1 Initial Considerations 

Developers, project managers, clients, and software maintainers are 

interested in measuring different properties of software projects, processes, and 

products. For example, developers might measure software properties aiming at 

checking requirements, quality, and if the source code is ready to test; and 

maintainers should be able to evaluate the current system to see what can be 

upgraded and improved (FENTON; PFLEEGER, 1996). Regarding software 

internal quality, we can measure properties, such as size, coupling, and 

complexity. However, such measures are too fine grained and it is necessary to 

combine them to capture more meaningful properties or symptoms of code 

smells, such as God Class or God Method (FOWLER et al., 1999). 

Those measures can be used in the context of SPL and features. The 

concept of product families was introduced in the 1970s and the development of 

product lines began effectively from 1990 (LINDEN; SCHMID; ROMMES, 

2007). The implementation of an SPL requires knowledge on application 

domain, domain engineering, application engineering, software architecture, 

reuse of artifacts, and software quality. Feature-Oriented Software Development 

(FOSD) and FOP play an important role in this scenario since they provide 

mechanisms to realize features and to build applications. Companies, such as 

Philips and Nokia, deployed SPLs and reduced software development costs and 

time-to-market of new products (SOFTWARE PRODUCT LINE 

CONFERENCES - SPLC, 2014). However, there is a high initial cost in relation 

to the development of a single software, since it must identify and develop the 

commonalities (platform) and variabilities before starting the development of 

applications (POHL; BOCKLE; LINDEN, 2005). 
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Therefore, this chapter presents some related work, traditional and 

object-oriented measures used in this study, and introduces concepts of code 

smells, measures-based detection strategies, and SPL. This chapter is organized 

as follows. Section 2.2 discusses related work. Section 2.3 presents traditional 

and object-oriented measures. Sections 2.4 and 2.5 introduce basic concepts of 

code smells and measure-based detection strategies, respectively. Section 2.6 

shows a brief overview of SPL.  

2.2 Related Work 

Several studies on code smells are focused on object-oriented (OO) 

(FOWLER et al., 1999; LANZA; MARINESCU, 2006; MARINESCU, 2004) 

and aspect-oriented (AO) (MACIA; GARCIA; STAA, 2010; MONTEIRO; 

FERNANDES, 2005; PIVETA et al., 2006; SRIVISUT; MUENCHAISRI, 

2007) software. Regarding OO smells, Fowler et al. (1999) presented 22 code 

smells and refactoring methods to address them. Marinescu (2004) discussed his 

mechanism to detect and localize code smells in source code, named detection 

strategy, and Lanza and Marinescu (2006) discussed other code smells and 

presented their respective detection strategies. 

Concerning AO smells, Monteiro and Fernandes (2005) presented a set 

of refactoring methods for AO code smells and Piveta et al. (2006) defined five 

code smells that occur in AO software, developed using AspectJ, and algorithms 

to automatically detect them. Srivisut and Muenchaisri (2007) extended Piveta's 

work (PIVETA et al., 2006) in order to define measures to identify the code 

smells proposed by them. Macia, Garcia and Staa (2010) proposed a set of 

detection strategies based on Marinescu's mechanisms (MARINESCU, 2004) to 

identify code smells in AO software and also a set of code smells.  
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Recent research work has explored the use of FOP in the development of 

SPL focusing on the presentation of techniques (APEL; KASTNER, 2009; 

BATORY; SARVELA; RAUSCHMAYER, 2003; LOPEZ-HERREJON; 

BATORY; COOK, 2005), feature cohesion (APEL; BEYER, 2011), code clones 

(SCHULZE; APEL; KASTNER, 2010), and refactoring methods (SCHULZE et 

al., 2012). Apel et al. (2013) catalogued 14 smells that address feature models, 

feature selection, and feature implementation, and discussed refactoring methods 

to deal with them. Nadi et al. (2013) performed an analysis of the causes and 

fixes of variability anomalies in Linux. Schmid et al. (2013) described 

approaches and directions for identifying problems in product line evolution 

scenarios. 

However, we have encountered few systematic studies on the 

categorization and detection of specific code smells in FOP-based SPL, as also 

indicated by Apel et al. (2013). Therefore, this work extended the definitions of 

three code smells to consider FOP abstractions. It also proposed eight new 

measures to address specific characteristics of compositional approaches and 

presented three detection strategies. Based on the measures and detection 

strategies, we developed a computational tool to measure and detect code smells 

in FOP-based SPL. We focused on AHEAD since it is the most popular FOP 

language. Moreover, we performed an exploratory study with 26 participants, 

which performed manual detection using source code measures, our detection 

strategies, and statistical tests to verify if the results of our detection strategies 

are in agreement with the participants. 

2.3 Software Measures 

Software projects, processes, and products have different properties that 

can be measured, such as cost, weaknesses, strengths, and quality (BASILI; 
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CALDIERA; ROMBACH, 1994). In this work, we used software measures to 

evaluate product properties, in development or in its final phase 

(INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR STANDARDIZATION - ISO, 

2010). These measures are often used to quantify software quality properties, for 

example, coupling and cohesion (CHIDAMBER; KEMERER, 1994), 

modularity (SANT'ANNA et al., 2003), instability (FIGUEIREDO et al., 2008a; 

GREENWOOD et al., 2007), error-proneness (EADDY et al., 2008; FERRARI 

et al., 2010) or other peculiarities (identifying crosscutting concerns) 

(BRUNTINK et al., 2005). 

Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado 

no documento.-1 presents 10 traditional and object-oriented measures used in 

this work by showing their names, acronyms, brief definitions, and references to 

materials for obtaining more information. For example, the measure "Weighted 

Methods per Class" has WMC as an acronym. It is defined as the sum of the 

complexity of each method in a class, and the reference (CHIDAMBER; 

KEMERER, 1994) gives more information on WMC. 
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Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-1 Traditional and Object-Oriented 

Measures 

Name Acronym Definition Reference 

Weighted Methods per Class WMC Sum of the complexity of each method in a class. 
Chidamber and Kemerer 

(1994) 

Coupling between Object Classes CBO 

Number of classes to which a particular class is 
coupled, without have inheritance relations with it. A 
class is coupled with another class if it accesses a 
method or an attribute of other class. 

Chidamber and Kemerer 
(1994) 

Cyclomatic Complexity Cyclo Number of independent paths in a method. McCabe (1976) 

Lines of Code LoC 
Number of physical lines of active code (no blank or 
no commented lines code). 

Lorenz and Kidd (1994) 

Method's Lines of Code MLoC Number of executable lines in a method. Lorenz and Kidd (1994) 

Number of Attributes NOA Number of attributes declared in a class. Lorenz and Kidd (1994) 

Number of Methods NOM Number of methods declared in a class. 
Li and Henry (1993) and 
Lorenz and Kidd (1994) 

Number of Parameters NP Number of parameters in a method. Lorenz and Kidd (1994) 

Number of Operation Overrides NOOr Number of overrides that an operation (method) has. 
Lorenz and Kidd (1994) and 
Miller, Hsia and Kung (1999) 

Number of Overridden Operations NOrO Number of operations (methods) that were overridden. 
Lorenz and Kidd (1994) 

Miller, Hsia and Kung (1999) 
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2.4 Code Smells 

Code smells aim to diagnose symptoms that may be indicative of 

something wrong in the design (FOWLER et al., 1999) or an undesired source 

code property (APEL et al., 2013). Along the years, different code smells have 

been defined and catalogued. For instance, Kent Beck in Fowler's book 

(FOWLER et al., 1999) defined 22 code smells for OOP. Similarly, Monteiro 

and Fernandes (2005) proposed a set of code smells based on AOP constructs 

and abstractions.  

Code smells may be present in classes and methods. For example, 

classes may suffer from God Class and Shotgun Surgery and methods may 

suffer from God Method. For large and complex methods, we can find: i) Long 

Method - has too many parameters and temporary variables, and has grown too 

much (FOWLER et al., 1999); ii) God Method-has many branches and tends to 

realize many concerns (many responsibilities) (PADILHA et al., 2013; 

SJOBERG et al., 2013); and iii) Brain Method-tends to centralize the 

functionality of a class, often starts out as a "normal" method and more and 

more functionality is added to it until it gets out of control, becoming hard to 

maintain or understand (LANZA; MARINESCU, 2006). 

There are several definitions concerning classes that concentrate work: i) 

Large Class is a class with many instance variables and that try to perform too 

much work (FOWLER et al., 1999); ii) God Class, comparable to Large Class 

and differentiates itself by its tendency to centralize the intelligence of the 

system (RIEL, 1996) or performs too much work on its own, delegating only 

minor details to a set of trivial classes and using the data from other classes; and 

iii) Brain Class, similar to God Class, but does not use much data from foreign 

classes and is slightly more cohesive (LANZA; MARINESCU, 2006). 
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Classes that suffer different kinds of changes or that propagate changes 

to other classes have symptoms of the Divergent Change and Shotgun Surgery 

code smells. These code smells are similar but opposite. Shotgun Surgery may 

occur when a kind of change is made and a lot of little changes to a lot of 

different classes may be necessary. When the changes are spread over the source 

code, they are hard to find, and it is easy to miss an important change (FOWLER 

et al., 1999; LANZA; MARINESCU, 2006). While classes with Divergent 

Change suffer many kinds of changes, classes with Shotgun Surgery might 

propagate changes that alter many classes (FOWLER et al., 1999). 

In SPL, there are smells which indicate potentially inadequate feature 

modeling or implementations. To emphasize the difference in the focus on 

variability, Apel et al. (2013) called them variability smells. A variability smell 

is a perceivable property of an SPL that is an indicator of an undesired code 

property. It may be related to all kinds of artifacts in an SPL, including feature 

models, domain artifacts, feature selections, and derived products. In their book, 

Apel et al. (2013) present 14 variability smells that address feature models, 

feature selection, and feature implementation. In spite of this list, the research in 

variability smells is still in early stages. Some examples of those smells are:  

 

a) Unused variability: A feature is modeled and implemented as 

optional feature, yet it is selected in all products currently derived. 

Although we might explicitly decide to keep the feature optional for 

future customers, unused variability can be an indicator of variability 

that is not actually needed, so developers might decide to remove the 

induced overhead. 
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b) Dead feature code: A code fragment is dead if it can never be 

included in the derivation of any derivable valid product, for 

example, because it requires the selection of two mutually exclusive 

features. Dead feature code can easily occur in annotative 

implementation strategies, from runtime parameters, to conditional 

compilation, and to build systems. Dead feature code is a strong 

indicator of a problem in the feature model, in the implementation, 

or the mapping between features and code fragments 

c) Duplicate code in alternative features: Two alternative features 

replicate code in their implementation. Developers may take this as 

an indicator to extract the common code into a shared 

implementation unit (plug-in, feature module, aspect, and so forth) 

that is imported by both features. It may also be an indicator of 

unsuitable granularity provided by the variability mechanisms (for 

example, file level granularity of build systems) and encourage 

selecting a different implementation strategy. 

d) #ifdef hell or many extension points: Depending on the 

implementation strategy, the implementation of a feature may be 

scattered across the code base or require many scattered extension 

points. Like the code smell Shotgun Surgery, this can be an indicator 

for suboptimal separation of concerns. Developers may want to 

invest into a redesign or consider changing the implementation 

strategy  

2.5 Software Measures and Code Smells Detection Strategies 

Despite the extensive use of measures, they are often too fine grained to 

comprehensively quantify deviations from good design principles 
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(MARINESCU, 2004). In order to overcome this limitation of measures, some 

researchers (LANZA; MARINESCU, 2006; MARINESCU, 2004) proposed a 

mechanism called detection strategy for formulating measures-based rules that 

capture code smells. This strategy is a composed logical condition, based on 

measures, which detects design fragments with specific code smells. For 

instance, we present below a detection strategy proposed by Marinescu (2004) 

whose aim is to detect a specific bad smell - Shotgun Surgery - that occurs when 

a change in a characteristic of software implies many changes to a lot of 

different places: 

 

((CM, TopValues(20%)) AND (CM, HigherThan(10))) AND (CC, 
HigherThan(5)) 

 

This strategy is based on: i) Changing Method (CM) measure, which 

counts the number of distinct methods that access an attribute or call a method of 

the given class; and ii) Changing Classes (CC) measure (MARINESCU, 2004), 

which counts the number of classes that access an attribute or call a method of 

the given class. TopValues and HigherThan are filtering mechanisms which can 

be parameterized with a value representing the threshold. TopValues selects the 

percentage of elements with the highest values for a measure and HigherThan 

selects all elements with values above a given threshold. For instance, the 

Shotgun Surgery strategy states that a class should not have CC higher than 5 

and should not have methods with the top 20% highest CM if these methods 

have CM higher than 10. Otherwise, this class is a Shotgun Surgery candidate.  

Lanza and Marinescu (2006) used the following elements to describe 

each code smell and its detection strategy: i) a brief description of the smell; ii) 

to what it is applied; iii) its impact; and iv) its detection strategy. The detection 

strategy is based on heuristics which are combined using logical operators 

(AND, OR) and are represented as logical circuits. Figure Erro! Nenhum texto 
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com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-2 depicts the Shotgun 

Surgery detection strategy. This strategy has two heuristics combined with 

logical operator AND: (i) Operation (Method) is called by too many other 

methods and (ii) Incoming calls are from many classes. Each of them has a filter 

based on a measure and on a threshold, e.g., the filter of the first heuristic 

comprises CM measure and "Short Memory Cap" threshold, which represent an 

integer value in the upper limit of human short-term memory. The thresholds' 

values are calculated from statistical values (average and standard deviation) 

obtained from a set of software projects. 

 

 
Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-2 Shotgun Surgery detection strategy 

Source:  (LANZA; MARINESCU, 2006) 

2.6 Software Product Lines 

The concept of product lines was fully introduced in the early 1990s. 

One of the first contributions was the description of the Feature-Oriented 

Domain Analysis (FODA) method (LINDEN; SCHMID; ROMMES, 2007). An 

SPL can be defined as a set of systems that share common artifacts and are 

managed to meet specific needs of clients and market (POHL; BOCKLE; 

LINDEN, 2005; SEI, 2014). An SPL does not mean: i) fortuitous, small-grained 

reuse; ii) single-system development with reuse; iii) just component-based or 
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service-based development; iv) just a reconfigurable architecture; v) releases and 

versions of single products; and vi) just a set of technical standards. Companies 

wanting to use SPL may follow orientations of frameworks available in 

literature and used by other companies, such as "A Framework for Software 

Product Line Practice" (SPLP) (NORTHROP; CLEMENTS, 2007) and "A 

Framework for Software Product Line Engineering" (SPLE) (POHL; BOCKLE; 

LINDEN, 2005). For example, the SPLP's goals are (NORTHROP; 

CLEMENTS, 2007): 

 

a) to identify the foundational concepts underlying SPLs and the essential 

activities to consider before developing an SPL; 

b) to identify practice areas which an organization developing SPLs 

must master; 

c) to define example practices in each practice area, where current 

knowledge is sufficient to do so; 

d) to provide guidance to an organization on how to move to an SPL. 

 

Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado 

no documento.-3 shows essential activities in an SPL: i) core asset 

development; ii) product development; and iii) management. In an SPL, the 

development of core assets and products using these assets is performed under 

technical and organizational management. This development may occur in any 

order: new products are built from core assets or core assets are extracted from 

existing products. In many cases, main products and the assets are developed 

together (NORTHROP; CLEMENTS, 2007). 
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Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-3 SPL's Activities 

 Source: (NORTHROP; CLEMENTS, 2007) 

 

The framework "A Framework for Software Product Line Engineering" 

defines two processes, nine subprocesses, activities, and generated artifacts 

(Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-4). The two processes and their subprocesses are (POHL; 

BOCKLE; LINDEN, 2005): 
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Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 
documento.-4 Domain and Application Engineering Processes 

Source: (POHL; BOCKLE; LINDEN, 2005) 

a) Domain Engineering is the process of SPL engineering in which the 

commonality and the variability of the product line are defined and 

realized (top of Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo 

especificado foi encontrado no documento.-4). This process has 

five subprocesses detailed in Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o 

estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-2. For example, 

the Product Management subprocess is described as concerning 

"economic aspects of the SPL and in particular with the market 

strategy. Its main concern is the management of the product portfolio 

of the company or business unit".  It has as inputs and outputs 

"Goals defined by top management" and "Product roadmap that 

determines the major common and variable features of future 

products, a schedule with their planned release dates; and a list of 

existing products and/or development artifacts that can be reused for 

establishing the platform", respectively. 

b) Application Engineering is the process of SPL engineering in 

which the applications of the product line are built by reusing 

domain artifacts and exploiting the SPL variability (bottom of Figure 

Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-4). This process has the four subprocess detailed in 

Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi 

encontrado no documento.-3. For example, the Application 

Design subprocess has "activities for developing the application 

requirements specification and the major concern is the detection of 

deltas between application requirements and the available 

capabilities of the platform". It has as inputs and outputs the 
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"Reference architecture and Application requirements specification" 

and "Application architecture", respectively. 
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Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-2 Domain Engineering - 

Subprocesses 

Subprocess Description Input Output  

Product 
Management 

Economic aspects of the software product line and in 
particular with the market strategy and its main 

concern is the management of the product portfolio of 
the company or business unit 

• Goals defined by top 
management 

• Product roadmap that determines the 
major common and variable features 
of future products; 

• A schedule with their planned release 
dates;  

• A list of existing products and/or 
development artifacts that can be 
reused for establishing the platform 

Domain 
Requirements 
Engineering 

Activities for eliciting and documenting the common 
and variable requirements of the product line 

• Product roadmap 

• Reusable, textual and model-based 
requirements  

• The variability model of the product 
line 

Domain Design 

Activities for defining the 
reference architecture of the product line that provides 

a common, high-level structure for all product line 
applications 

• Domain requirements  
• Variability model 

• Reference architecture  
• Refined variability model that 

includes internal variability 

Domain Realization 
Deals with the detailed design and the 

implementation of reusable software components 

• Reference architecture  
• List of reusable software 

artifacts to be developed  

• Detailed design  
• Implementation assets of reusable 

software components 

Domain Testing 

Responsible for the validation and verification of 
reusable components. In addition, domain testing 

develops reusable test artifacts to reduce the effort for 
application testing 

• Domain requirements 
• Reference architecture, 

component and interface 
designs 

• Implemented reusable 
components 

• Test results 
• Reusable test artifacts 
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Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-3 Application Engineering - 
Subprocesses 

Subprocess Description Input Output  

Application 
Requirements 
Engineering 

Activities for developing the application 
requirements specification; the major concern is 

the detection of deltas between application 
requirements and the available capabilities of the 

platform 

• Domain requirements 
• Product roadmap with the major features 

of the corresponding application 
• Specific requirements for the particular 

application 

• Requirements specification for 
the particular application 

Application 
Design 

Activities for producing 
the application architecture 

• Reference architecture 
• Application requirements specification 

• Application architecture 

Application 
Realization 

Creates the considered application by selecting 
and configuring reusable software 

components as well as the realization of 
application-specific assets 

• Application architecture  
• Reusable realization artifacts from the 

platform 

• Running application 
• Detailed design artifacts 

Application 
Testing 

Activities necessary to 
validate and verify an application against its 

specification 

• Application artifacts to be used as a test 
reference 

• Implemented application 
• Reusable test artifacts provided by 

domain testing 

• Tests report 
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These subprocesses do not have a specific order and can be combined 

with development methods, such as the Unified Process, the spiral model, and 

the waterfall (POHL; BOCKLE; LINDEN, 2005). Some essential principles to 

successful SPL engineering are (LINDEN; SCHMID; ROMMES, 2007): 

 

a) Variability management: individual systems are considered as 

variations of a common theme. This variability is made explicit and 

must be systematically managed; 

b) Business-centric: SPL engineering aims at thoroughly connecting 

the engineering of the SPL with the long-term strategy of the 

business; 

c) Architecture-centric : technical side of software must be developed in 

a way that allows taking advantage of similarities among the 

individual systems; 

d) Two-life-cycle approach: the individual systems are developed 

based on a software platform. These products - as well as the 

platform - must be engineered and have their individual life-cycles. 

2.6.1 Feature-Oriented Software Development 

The concept of feature is useful to describe common and variable 

artifacts in the phases of analysis, design, and implementation of software. In 

spite of this, feature has several definitions (APEL; KASTNER, 2009): 

 

a) Prominent or distinctive user-visible aspect, quality, or characteristic 

of software (KANG et al., 1990); 

b) An increment of functionality in software (ZAVE, 2013); 
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c) Semantic building blocks of program construction (LOPEZ-

HERREJON; BATORY; COOK, 2005); 

d) Distinctively identifiable functional abstractions that must be 

implemented, tested, delivered, and maintained (KANG et al., 1998). 

 

In the FOSD, the aim is the systematic use of feature concept in the 

software lifecycle phases (APEL; KASTNER, 2009) (Figure Erro! Nenhum 

texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-5): 

 

a) Domain Analysis is the process to perform the feature modeling. Its 

aim is to identify and capture the variabilities and commonalities of 

a domain in the form of a feature model; 

b) Domain Design and Specification is the process of defining the 

architecture of an SPL, i.e., essential structural and behavioral 

properties of the involved features are specified using a formal or 

informal specification and/or modeling language; 

c) Domain Implementation is the implementation of feature artifacts 

process. The goal is to establish a one-to-one mapping between 

features that appear during the domain analysis and features that 

appear at the implementation level; 

d) Product Configuration and Generation is the phase in which the 

applications are generated from the selected features. For this, 

engineers can use the configuration knowledge and the features 

artifacts. 
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Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-5 Phases of the FOSD  

Source: (APEL; KASTNER, 2009) 

 

In the Domain Analysis phase, some methods can be used for feature 

identification: Feature-Oriented Domain Analysis (FODA) (KANG et al., 1990), 

Feature-Oriented Reuse Method with Domain-Specific Reference Architectures 

(FORM) (KANG et al., 1998), Feature Modeling with Reuse-Driven Software 

Engineering Business (FeatuRSEB) (GRISS; FAVARO; ALESSANDRO, 1998) 

and Domain Analysis Method for Software Product Lines Based on Scenarios, 

Goals and Features (KIM; YANG; PARK, 2003). To represent domain features, 

we can use graphical notations (e.g. FODA) or text-based notations (e.g. Text-

based Variability Modeling Language - TVL) (BOUCHER et al., 2010). In the 

Domain Implementation phase, we can use techniques that explicitly support the 

feature concept aiming at providing mechanisms of feature abstraction and 

modularization (APEL; KASTNER, 2009), such as Jak2 (superset of Java), 

FeatureC++3 (C++ extension), Xak4 (XML extension), CaesarJ5 (Java-based 

                                                 
2 http://www.cs.utexas.edu/~schwartz/ATS/fopdocs/Composition.html 
3 http://wwwiti.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/iti_db/fcc/ 
4 http://www.cs.utexas.edu/~schwartz/ATS/fopdocs/xak.html 
5 http://www.caesarj.org/ 
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language) e HyperJ6 (allows separation of concerns in Java). Basically, feature-

oriented techniques are based on mixins and collaboration mechanisms, but 

aspects (APEL; LEICH; SAAKE, 2006; FIGUEIREDO et al., 2008a) and 

subjects are also used in FOSD. Besides implementing features in separate 

artifacts (APEL; KASTNER, 2009), Annotative approaches with preprocessors 

or virtual separation of concerns can be used (KASTNER; TRUJILLO; APEL, 

2008; LIEBIG et al., 2010). 

2.6.2 Feature-Oriented Programming 

Compositional approaches implement features as distinct (physically 

separated) code units. To generate a product line member for a feature selection, 

the corresponding code units are determined and composed, usually at compile-

time or deploy-time (KASTNER; APEL, 2008). AHEAD is a compositional 

approach based on gradual refinements, in which programs are defined as 

constants and features are added using refinement functions. Besides, classes are 

used to implement the basic functions of a system (constants) and extensions, 

variations, and adaptations in these functions constitute the features 

(refinements). Features are implemented in modules syntactically independent of 

the classes and can insert or modify methods and attributes (BATORY; 

SARVELA; RAUSCHMAYER, 2003). 
The AHEAD Tool Suite (ATS) was developed to support FOP in 

AHEAD and has tools for realization and composition of features and uses the 

programming language Jak (a superset of Java) (BATORY, 2004). Constants 

and refinements are defined in Jak files, but constants are pure Java-code and 

refinements are identified by the keyword refines. Table Erro! Nenhum texto 

com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-4 presents some Jak's 

                                                 
6 http://www.research.ibm.com/hyperspace/HyperJ/HyperJ.htm 
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resources available to implement constants and refinements. For example, the 

layer resource is used at the top of Jak files to indicate a feature's name and the 

refines resource is used in the class' signature to indicate a refinement of a class 

or in the constructor's signature to make it a refinement of the parent class' 

constructor. 

 

Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 
documento.-4  Jak Resources 

Resource Function 
layer Indicates feature's name at the top of Jak file. 

local_Id Indicates that an identifier is local to a layer and must be unique. 
refines Indicates a refinement of class, interface or constructor. 
$pack Represents the composed package's name 

new 
Means that a refinement introduces a new method whose name should 
not be used by a method that was previously defined in the refinement 
chain. 

overrides Means that the refinement is augmenting a previously defined method. 
super Used to call methods from parent classes in the refinement chain. 

 

For example, HelloWorld SPL (Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o 

estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-6) has two abstract features 

(HelloWorld and Features) and four concrete features (Hello, Wonderful, 

Beautiful, and World). Hello and World are mandatory features, Feature is 

optional one, and Wonderful and Beautiful are alternatives ones. 

 

 
Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-6 HelloWorld Feature Model 
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This example has one constant called Main.jak in Hello feature (Figure 

Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-7a) and three refinements. For example, the refinement presented in 

Wonderful feature (Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi 

encontrado no documento.-7b) modifies the behavior of method print() calling 

the methods of the parent class with Super().print() and System.out.println(" 

wonderful") for printing the text: " wonderful". 

 

 
Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-7  Source Code of (a) Constant and (b) Refinement 

 

In ATS, concrete features have a directory that contains constants, 

refinements, or other artifacts (Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo 

especificado foi encontrado no documento.-8). This directory is called layer 

and defines a feature. To build an application (Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com 

o estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-9), ATS uses the 

composer (jampack or mixin tool - Step #1) to compose the features generating 

composed Jak files. These Jak files are transformed into Java files using 

jak2java tool (Step #2) and the process follows the ordinary Java compilation 

and execution processes (ATS-AHEAD, 2013). 
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Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-8 -Mapping Features from Feature Model to Directories 

 

When features are composed with the mixin tool, the directive SoUrCe is 

added for composed features indicating the original path to the constant or 

refinement's file. The main differences between Jak and Java are presented in 

Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-5. For example, in Jak's Super directive, we may indicate the types 

of the method's parameters, the method and its parameters' values, while in 

Java's super directive, only the method and its parameters' values are informed. 

 

 
Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-9 ATS Composition Process  

Source: (ATS-AHEAD, 2013) 
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Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 
documento.-5 Main Differences between Jak and Java 

Jak Translate to Java 
new void foo() {...} void foo() {...} 
overrides int bar() {...} int bar() {...} 
SoUrCe extLayer "C:\...\midsm.jak";  
Super(int, String).mymethod(5, "e"); super.mymethod(5, "e"); 
Super(int, String) (5, "e"); super (5, "e"); 

2.7 Final Considerations 

This chapter presented concepts of software measure, code smells, and 

measure-based detection strategies. We can find in the literature several 

measures applicable to a great variety of software properties, such as size, 

coupling, complexity, specialization index, and coupling factor. However, the 

knowledge of a method's number of lines is not meaningful, because we cannot 

infer the complexity of a method using only number of lines. Code smells are 

symptoms of possible problems in the source code and, to detect them, it is 

useful to combine some measures in a detection strategy. We can find code 

smell in software written in every programming technique. However, current 

measure-based detection strategies focus on OO software. Therefore, they do not 

target at SPLs and FOP. Hence, it is necessary to study the presence of code 

smells in FOP source code and how to detect them using measure-based 

detection strategies. 

Besides, we presented an overview of SPL addressing feature 

definitions, two frameworks for SPL practice and engineering. FOSD was 

detailed with its phases and technologies for feature realization. In the FOP 

section, we presented compositional approach and the AHEAD technology. The 

approach of building software from intense asset reuse is emerging and depends 

strongly on the interest modularization. New technologies for software 

development, such as AOP and FOP, promote facilities to construct a modular 
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and reusable architecture. The SPL quality in terms of source code should be 

evaluated and symptoms of possible problems must be localized and monitored. 
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3 MEASURES FOR FEATURE-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING 

3.1 Initial Considerations 

Feature-Oriented Programming (FOP) measures have been proposed, 

but in some cases they were shortly defined or their original definition was 

changed to address specific issues. This chapter details 33 measures used to 

assess feature-oriented software assets found in a systematic literature review 

performed in 2012 (ABILIO et al., 2012). Such details include name, acronym, 

description, domain, property, interpretation of the value, and related feature 

realization approach and are shown using the template presented in Figure Erro! 

Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-10. 

The properties evaluated by the measures are also described. We 

proposed a set of eight measures based on those measures and on the specific 

characteristics of compositional approaches (e.g. constants and refinements). 

Thus, we can have a notion of size, complexity, and relationship among the 

components and methods. 

 

# Name Reference(s) 
Description 
Domain 
Property Approach  
Value interpretation  

Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 
documento.-10Template 

 

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents four properties 

evaluated by the measures. Section 3.3 details the 33 measures and Section 3.4 

reports proposed measures for compositional approaches. 
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3.2 Properties 

Measures are used to evaluate properties of software, for example, size, 

coupling, scattering, and tangling. In software measurement, others properties 

can be useful, for instance, when it is necessary to know the degree of 

relationship among components or where code is implemented to realize a 

feature. Some of the 33 measures are related to well-known properties (size and 

coupling) and others are related to the properties: 

 

a) Closeness (WONG; GOKHALE; HORGAN, 2000). This property 

indicates how close a feature is to one component. A component can 

have different meanings, depending on the system being analyzed. In 

the case study, the authors treat each file as a component; 

b) Dynamic Scattering (FIGUEIREDO et al., 2008b). This property 

represents feature's scattering identified during the feature execution; 

c) Granularity - Coarse-grained and Fine-grained (COUTO; 

VALENTE; FIGUEIREDO, 2011). Granularity metrics quantify the 

hierarchical level of the elements annotated for a specific feature. A 

feature has coarse granularity when its implementation occurs 

mainly in syntactic units with a higher hierarchical level according to 

the Java grammar (packages, classes, and interfaces). On the other 

hand, a feature is fine-grained when its code is composed by lower 

level syntactic units (statements and expressions); 

d) Localization (COUTO; VALENTE; FIGUEIREDO, 2011). This 

property represents the static location of the syntactic elements 
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annotated for the SPL features, e.g., at the beginning or at the end of 

one method. 

 

These properties were mentioned in different contexts. Closeness was 

proposed to characterize the relationship between features in terms of shared 

code blocks. Granularity  and Localization were evaluated in the context of an 

SPL extracted from Java software and the features were realized with 

preprocessors (Annotative approach). Dynamic Scattering was mentioned in a 

proposal of a concern-based measurement framework, which is related to AO 

software.  

3.3 Measures for Annotative, Aspects, and Independent Approaches 

This section details the measures by showing their names, acronyms, 

descriptions, domains, properties, approaches, and value interpretation grouping 

them by their properties. For instance, the Concentration measure, grouped in 

Closeness group, shows the degree to which a feature is concentrated in a 

program component and its value can range from zero to one. This measure 

evaluates the property closeness and is applicable to the Independent approach. 

Its value indicates that the closer the value is to 1, the higher the concentration of 

the feature F in the component C.  

We collected the data in the papers where the measures were cited. 

When possible and necessary, original works or authors of the paper were 

consulted. For example, Lines of Code (LOC), Number of Classes (NOC), and 

Number of Packages (NOP) measures (COUTO; VALENTE; FIGUEIREDO, 

2011) were not cited and the authors informed us that this happened because 

these measures are widely used. Other information added is references to the 

paper where the measure was cited and references to the paper where the 
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measure was proposed. This distinction is necessary because some authors made 

their own interpretation and, in some cases, summarized the measure's definition 

or, even, changed it. For example, Lines of Feature Code (LOF) measure were 

defined in the paper (COUTO; VALENTE; FIGUEIREDO, 2011) as "this 

metric counts the number of lines of code - without comments and blank lines - 

responsible for the implementation of a given feature F", but the original 

definition is "we extract this metric by counting the number of lines between two 

#ifdefs in source code files and sum them per project" (LIEBIG et al., 2010). In 

the first definition, it is not clear to which approach the measure was designed 

and, in the original one, it is clear that the measure was proposed to the 

Annotative approach. 

Hereafter, we present the collected data and the information interpreted 

by us. For instance, Attribute measure, used and proposed by the same authors, 

does not have its domain explicitly defined in the paper. Thus, from the 

definition and context reading, we inferred that the measure's value may range 

from zero to a maximum value represented by the number of classes and 

instance attributes. In these cases, we add the symbol * (asterisk) in the name of 

the field, e.g., Domain*. 

Concentration, Dedication, Disparity, and Distance between Features 

(DIST) measures were used to assess Closeness. Although they were cited in 

different papers (FIGUEIREDO et al., 2008b; REVELLE; GETHERS; 

POSHYVANYK, 2011), they were proposed by other authors (WONG; 

GOKHALE, 2005; WONG; GOKHALE; HORGAN, 2000). These measures 

were associated to the Independent approach because their definition depends on 

context, i.e., a component may be, for example, a file, a class, or a method. 

Therefore, they may be used to assess properties of OO, AO or FO software. 

The DIST measure was proposed to assess Closeness (WONG; GOKHALE, 

2005), but it was used to assess Coupling without changes in its definition. 
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Therefore, we present the original definition and property. The five measures for 

Coupling were proposed in the same paper (REVELLE; GETHERS; 

POSHYVANYK, 2011). In some cases, one measure is a variation of another, 

such as Structural Feature Coupling (SFC) and Structural Feature Coupling 

Prime (SFC') measures. In another case, one measure is a composition of others, 

e.g., Hybrid Feature Coupling (HFC). These variations were made to capture 

different aspects of the coupling between features - HFC measure captures 

structural and textual coupling between features. 

The Number of Features (NOF) measure is among the five measures to 

assess Size. NOF was proposed in a context about aspects to count how many 

features a program possesses (LOPEZ-HERREJON; APEL, 2007). As can be 

noted, its definition is generic and it can be applied to others techniques. Despite 

its original property, NOF was associated to Tangling in the paper where it was 

cited and the authors did not make clear why they changed the original property 

(FIGUEIREDO et al., 2008b). The Tangling Degree (TD) measure was defined 

in two different papers (COUTO; VALENTE; FIGUEIREDO, 2011; LIEBIG et 

al., 2010). The first definition was presented in 2010 with the following wording 

"The TD metric is the number of different feature constants that occur in a 

feature expression" and, in 2011, as "For each pair of features F1 and F2, this 

metric counts the number of #ifdef expressions where F1 and F2 are combined 

by AND or OR operators". The difference is discreet. In the first one, each 

constant that defines a feature is counted; in the second one, the whole 

annotation (#ifdef) is counted. The authors of the second paper cited the first 

paper, but did not mention that there was another definition for the same 

measure. However, they presented their own definition with more details 

including an example of counting. 
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1 Name: Concentration Figueiredo et al. (2008b) and Wong, Gokhale 

and Horgan (2000) 
Description: Shows how much a feature is concentrated in a program component. 
Domain: (0, 1) 
Property: Closeness Approach: Independent 
Value interpretation: The closer the value is to 1, the higher the concentration of the feature F in the 
component C.  

 
2 Name: Dedication Figueiredo et al. (2008b) and Wong, Gokhale 

and Horgan (2000) 
Description: Indicates how much a program component is dedicated to a feature 
Domain: (0, 1) 
Property: Closeness Approach: Independent 
Value interpretation: The closer the value is to 1, the higher the dedication of the component C to the 
feature F.  

 
3 Name: Disparity Figueiredo et al. (2008b) and Wong, Gokhale 

and Horgan (2000) 
Description: Measures how close a feature is to a program component 
Domain: (0, 1) 
Property: Closeness Approach: Independent 
Value interpretation: The closer the value is to 1, the higher the disparity of the feature F to the component 
C, i.e., the number of blocks in C related to F decreases and the disparity's value become closest to 1. 

 
4 Name: Distance Between Features (DIST) Revelle, Gethers and Poshyvanyk (2011) and 

Wong and Gokhale (2005) 
Description: This measure indicates how close two features are, i.e., how many blocks are shared between 
them. 
Domain: (0, 1) 
Property: Closeness Approach: Independent 
Value interpretation: The closer the value is to 1, more distant the features are, i.e., fewer blocks are shared 
between the features. Thus, maintenance tends to be less complex.  

 
5 Name: Hybrid Feature Coupling (HFC) Revelle, Gethers and Poshyvanyk (2011) 
Description: This measure is a combination of Structural Feature Coupling (SFC) and Textual Feature 
Coupling (TFC). SFC and TFC are multiplied by weights and the sum of the weights must be equals to 1. 
Domain: (0, 1) 
Property: Coupling Approach: Independent 
Value interpretation: The closer the value is to 1, the stronger the structural and textual coupling between 
the features. 

 
6 Name: Maximum Textual Feature Coupling 

(TFCmax) 
Revelle, Gethers and Poshyvanyk (2011) 

Description: TFCmax is a refinement of TFC to capture only the strongest textual similarity between 
features. 
Domain: (0, 1) 
Property: Coupling Approach: Independent  
Value interpretation: The closer the value is to 1, the stronger the textual coupling between the features. 
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7 Name: Structural Feature Coupling (SFC) Revelle, Gethers and Poshyvanyk (2011) 
Description: It captures the relationship between two features based on structured information. It is defined 
as the ratio of the number of methods shared by the features to the total number of methods associated with 
the two features. SFC uses structured information to capture feature coupling by measuring the degree to 
which two features share code. 
Domain: (0, 1) 
Property: Coupling Approach: Independent  
Value interpretation: The closer the value is to 1, the stronger the structural coupling between the features. 

 
8 Name: Structural Feature Coupling Prime (SFC') Revelle, Gethers and Poshyvanyk (2011) 
Description: It is similar to SFC, but SFC' includes the methods that directly call or are directly called by 
the methods shared by two features. 
Domain: (0, 1) 
Property: Coupling Approach: Independent  
Value interpretation: The closer the value is to 1, the stronger the structural coupling between the features. 

 
9 Name: Textual Feature Coupling (TFC) Revelle, Gethers and Poshyvanyk (2011) 
Description: TFC is the average of the textual similarity measures between all unordered pairs of methods 
from features A and B. 
Domain: (0, 1) 
Property: Coupling Approach: Independent  
Value interpretation: The closer the value is to 1, the stronger the textual coupling between the features. 

 
10 Name: Dynamic Concern Diffusion over 

Components (dCDC) 
Figueiredo et al. (2008b) 

Description: It measures the number of components that are exercised (i.e., accessed, called, and 
instantiated) during the execution of a given feature. 
Domain*: (0, N) where N is equals to number of all components. 
Property: Dynamic Scattering Approach: Independent 
Value interpretation*: A high value closest to N may indicate the difficulty and complexity of maintenance 
tasks due to the feature scattering. 

 
11 Name: Attribute Couto, Valente and Figueiredo (2011) 

Description: Counts the number of class and instance attributes annotated to implement a particular feature  
Domain*: (0, N) where N is equals to the number of class and instance attributes. 
Property: Granularity (Fine-grained) Approach: Annotative 
Value interpretation*: The value interpretation depends on the context, but, in general, it may suggest the 
modularity of the features' realization. 

 
12 Name: Class Couto, Valente and Figueiredo (2011) 

Description: Quantifies classes or interfaces entirely annotated as implementing a feature. 
Domain*: (0, N) where N is equals to the number of classes and interfaces. 
Property: Granularity (Coarse-grained) Approach: Annotative 
Value interpretation* : The value interpretation depends on the context, but, in general, it may suggest the 
modularity of the features' realization. 
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13 Name: ClassSignature Couto, Valente and Figueiredo (2011) 

Description: Counts pieces of annotated code associated to class signatures, i.e., extends and implements 
clauses. 
Domain*: (0, N) where N is equals to the number of classes and interfaces. 
Property: Granularity (Fine-grained) Approach: Annotative 
Value interpretation* : The value interpretation depends on the context, but, in general, it may suggest the 
modularity of the features' realization. 

 
14 Name: Expression Couto, Valente and Figueiredo (2011) 

Description: Counts the number of expressions annotated to implement a particular feature (e.g., the 
expression of an if or loop statement). 
Domain*: (0, N) where N is equals to number of expressions in the program. 
Property: Granularity (Fine-grained) Approach: Annotative 
Value interpretation*: The value interpretation depends on the context, but, in general, it may suggest the 
modularity of the features' realization. 

 
15 Name: InterfaceMethod Couto, Valente and Figueiredo (2011) 

Description: Counts method signatures in a Java interface annotated to implement a feature. 
Domain*: (0, N) where N is equals to the number of method signatures in interfaces. 
Property: Granularity (Coarse-grained) Approach: Annotative  
Value interpretation*: The value interpretation depends on the context, but, in general, it may suggest the 
modularity of the features' realization. 

 
16 Name: Method Couto, Valente and Figueiredo (2011) 

Description: Counts methods entirely annotated to implement a feature (i.e., signature and body). 
Domain*: (0, N) where N is equals to the number of all methods. 
Property: Granularity (Coarse-grained) Approach: Annotative  
Value interpretation*: The value interpretation depends on the context, but, in general, it may suggest the 
modularity of the features' realization. 

 
17 Name: MethodBody Couto, Valente and Figueiredo (2011) 

Description: Counts methods whose body (but not the signature) has been annotated to implement a feature 
Domain*: (0, N) where N is equals to the number of all methods. 
Property: Granularity (Coarse-grained) Approach: Annotative  
Value interpretation*: The value interpretation depends on the context, but, in general, it may suggest the 
modularity of the features' realization. 

 
18 Name: Packages Couto, Valente and Figueiredo (2011) 

Description: Quantifies packages entirely annotated (all classes and interfaces) as implementing a feature. 
Domain*: (0, N) where N is equals to the value of Number of Packages measure. 
Property: Granularity (Coarse-grained) Approach: Annotative  
Value interpretation*: The value interpretation depends on the context, but, in general, it may suggest the 
modularity of the features' realization. 

 
19 Name: Statement Couto, Valente and Figueiredo (2011) 

Description: Counts the number of statements annotated to implement a feature, including method calls, 
assignments, conditional statements, loop statements, etc. 
Domain*: (0, N) where N is equals to the number of statements. 
Property: Granularity (Fine-grained) Approach: Annotative  
Value interpretation*: The value interpretation depends on the context, but, in general, it may suggest the 
modularity of the features' realization. 
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20 Name: BeforeReturn Couto, Valente and Figueiredo (2011) 

Description: Counts the statements annotated for a particular feature that appear immediately before a 
return statement 
Domain*: (0, N) where N is equals to the number of statements in the program. 
Property: Localization Approach: Annotative 
Value interpretation*: The value may suggest the possibility of refactoring and/or aspectization. 

 
21 Name: EndMethod Couto, Valente and Figueiredo (2011) 

Description: Counts the statements annotated for a particular feature that appear at the end of a method 
Domain*: (0, N) where N is equals to the number of statements in the program. 
Property: Localization Approach: Annotative 
Value interpretation*: The value may suggest the possibility of refactoring and/or aspectization. 

 
22 Name: NestedStatement Couto, Valente and Figueiredo (2011) 

Description: Counts the statements annotated for a particular feature that appear nested in the scope of a 
non-annotated and more external statement 
Domain*: (0, N) where N is equals to the number of all statements. 
Property: Localization Approach: Annotative  
Value interpretation*: The value may suggest the possibility of refactoring and/or aspectization. 

 
23 Name: StartMethod Couto, Valente and Figueiredo (2011) 

Description: Counts the statements annotated for a particular feature that appear at the beginning of a 
method. 
Domain*: (0, N) where N is equals to the number of statements annotated for a particular feature. 
Property: Localization Approach: Annotative  
Value interpretation*: The value may suggest the possibility of refactoring and/or aspectization. 

 
24 Name: Feature Crusscutting Degree (FCD) Figueiredo et al. (2008b) and Lopez-Herrejon 

and Apel (2007) 
Description: The value of this measure corresponds to the number of classes that are crosscut by all pieces 
of advice in a feature and those crosscut by the Inter-type Declarations - ITDs. 
Domain*: (0, N) where N is equals to the number of all classes. 
Property: Scattering Approach: Aspects 
Value interpretation*: A high value, more close to N, may indicates the difficulty and complexity of 
maintenance tasks due to the feature scattering. 

 
25 Name: Feature Scattering Brcina and Riebisch (2008) 

Description: On the architectural level, feature scattering refers to a relation between one feature and more 
than one component. Feature scattering affects the evolvability of a system because the change of a feature 
leads to changes of more than one component, thus leading to a higher effort and probability of mistakes. 
Domain: (0, 1) 
Property: Scattering Approach: Independent 
Value interpretation: The more features are scattered into components, the worst is the software 
maintainability and the value is closest to 1. 

 
26 Name: Scattering Degree (SD) Couto, Valente and Figueiredo (2011) and 

Liebig et al. (2010) 
Description: This measure is the number of the occurrences of feature constants in different feature 
expressions. The measure is obtained by extracting feature constants from feature expressions and the 
average and standard deviation per project of all occurring feature constants are calculated. 
Domain*: (0, N) where N is equals to the number of feature expressions. 
Property: Scattering Approach: Annotative  
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Value interpretation*: The value indicates the degree of feature's scattering and a high value indicates its 
implementation complexity. 
27 Name: Lines of Code (LOC) Couto, Valente and Figueiredo (2011) 

Description: Counts the number of lines of code - without comments and blank lines - for a given product P 
generated by the SPL. 
Domain*: (0, N) where N is equals to the total lines of source code in the product. 
Property: Size Approach: Independent  
Value interpretation*: The value might not be interpreted, because it was calculated, but the authors did 
not comment it in the paper context. However, in general, high value suggests high complexity in 
maintenance tasks. 

 
28 Name: Lines of Feature Code (LOF) Couto, Valente and Figueiredo (2011) and 

Liebig et al. (2010) 
Description: The LOF metric is the number lines of feature code that are linked to feature expressions. It 
tells us whether a small or a large fraction of the code base is variable. We extract this metric by counting 
the number of lines between two #ifdef in source code files and sum them per project. 
Domain*: (0, N) where N is equals to the number of lines of code. 
Property: Size Approach: Annotative  
Value interpretation*: A high value of LOF indicates that there are many lines of code dedicated to the 
feature's realization. The calculated value reveals the amount of variable code, and, therefore, the 
maintainability complexity. 

 
29 Name: Number of Classes Couto, Valente and Figueiredo (2011) 

Description: Counts the number of classes present in a given product. 
Domain*: (0, N) where N is equals to the number of all classes. 
Property: Size Approach: Annotative  
Value interpretation*: The value suggests the complexity in development/maintenance tasks, because the 
feature's realization may be scattered by all classes in the worst case. 

 
30 Name: Number of Features (NOF) Figueiredo et al. (2008b) and Lopez-Herrejon 

and Apel (2007) 
Description: Counts the number of features in a program. 
Domain*: (0, N) where N is the number of all features. 
Property*: Size Approach* : Independent  
Value interpretation*: The closer the value is to N, more features a program has, and its maintenance may 
be more complex. 

 
31 Name: Number of Packages (NOP) Couto, Valente and Figueiredo (2011) 

Description: Counts the number of packages present in a given product. 
Domain*: (0, N) where N is equals to the number of all packages. 
Property: Size Approach: Annotative  
Value interpretation: The value suggests the complexity in development/maintenance tasks because the 
feature's realization may be scattered by all packages in the worst case. 

 
32 Name: Feature Tangling Brcina and Riebisch (2008) 

Description: Feature tangling refers to relations between more than one feature and one component. 
Domain: (0, 1) 
Property: Tangling Approach: Independent 
Value interpretation: How more features are tangled in one component, more difficult is the adaptation of 
this component and value is closer to one. 
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33 Name: Tangling Degree (TD) Couto, Valente and Figueiredo (2011) 

Description: For each pair of features F1 and F2, this metric counts the number of #ifdef expressions where 
F1 and F2 are combined by AND or OR operators. The goal of this metric is to measure interactions and 
dependencies between features extracted in a preprocessor-based SPL. 
Domain*: (0, ∞) 
Property: Tangling Approach: Annotative  
Value interpretation*: The value indicates how tangled the features are. A high value indicates a high 
tangling and it suggests more difficulty in comprehension and software maintenance. 

 

Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado 

no documento.-11 depicts the distribution of the measures among the 

properties. For instance, Coupling, Size, and Granularity have five, five and nine 

measures respectively, while Dynamic Scattering, Tangling, and Scattering have 

one, two, and three measures, respectively. Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o 

estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-6 groups the measures by 

approach and we can observe that Annotative and Independent approaches have 

more measures, 18 and 14, respectively, than Aspect approach, that has only one 

measure. 

 

 
Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-11 Distribution of the Measures among the Properties 

 

Of those 33 measures, only eight were cited in one paper and were 

proposed in another, for instance, Concentration and Distance between Features. 

The nine measures to assess Granularity were proposed and used in the same 
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work (COUTO; VALENTE; FIGUEIREDO, 2011). In that work, more two 

measures from other work were used (Feature Scattering and Lines of Feature 

Code) and one measure was redefined (Feature Tangling). 

 

Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 
documento.-6 Measures 

Annotative Approach 
Attribute MethodBody 
BeforeReturn NestedStatement 
Class Number of Classes 
ClassSignature Number of Packages (NOP) 
EndMethod Packages 
Expression Scattering Degree (SD) 
InterfaceMethod StartMethod 
Lines of Feature Code (LOF) Statement 
Method Tangling Degree (TD) 
  

Independent Approach 
Concentration Hybrid Feature Coupling (HFC) 
Dedication Lines of Code (LOC) 
Disparity Maximum Textual Feature Coupling 

(TFCmax) 
Distance Between Features (DIST) Number of Features (NOF) 
Dynamic Concern Diffusion over Components 
(dCDC) 

Structural Feature Coupling (SFC) 

Feature Scattering Structural Feature Coupling Prime (SFC') 
Feature Tangling Textual Feature Coupling (TFC) 
  

Aspect Approach 
Feature Crusscutting Degree (FCD) 

3.4 Measures for Compositional Approaches 

The detailed measures do not address specific mechanisms of 

compositional approaches. Therefore, we proposed measures to address such 

mechanisms: constants and refinements. We defined measures to Size, because 

they provide the notion of how many components, constants, refinements, and 
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methods an SPL has. Nevertheless, they can be used to know, for example, how 

complex the SPL is or to quantify the interaction among features.  

The measure Number of Features (NOF) was previously defined and 

indicates the number of features in an SPL. However, we are interested only in 

features that have code artifacts. Therefore, we adapted the original definition 

for this purpose. Other measures, e.g. Number of Constants - NOCt and Number 

of Components – NOC, were proposed to be used in an SPL considering all 

features. However, they can be used in the feature level, i.e., measuring a 

specific feature. 

 
 

1 Name: Number of Method Refinements (NMR) 
Description: Counts the number of refinements that a method has. 
Domain: (0, N) where N = F-1  F = Number of Features. 
Value interpretation: The value indicates how many refinements a certain method has and it suggests how 
complex the maintenance can be. 

 
2 Name: Number of Refined Methods (NRM) 
Description: Counts the number of methods that were refined. 
Domain: (0, N) where N = M*(F-1)   M = Number of Methods; F = Number of Features. 
Value interpretation: The value indicates how many methods were refined in the SPL and suggests how 
complex the maintenance can be due to the interaction among features. 

 
3 Name: Number of Constants (NOCt) 
Description: Counts the number of constants (classes, interfaces) used to realize the features. 
Domain: (1, ∞) 
Value interpretation: SPL must have at least one constant, and a high value suggests that there are many 
points that can be refined. Thus, it indicates the development/maintenance tasks complexity, and if the 
constants are spread among the features, the value may suggest the modularity. 

 
4 Name: Number of Constant Refinements (NCR) 
Description: Counts the number of refinements that a constant has. 
Domain: (0, N) where N = F-1  F = Number of Features. 
Value interpretation: The value indicates how many refinements a certain constant has and it suggests how 
complex the maintenance can be. 

 
5 Name: Number of Refinements (NOR) 
Description: Counts the number of refinements used to realize the features. 
Domain: (0, N) where N = C * (F-1)   C = Number of Constants; F = Number of Features. 
Value interpretation: The value indicates how many refinements exist in the SPL, and a high value may 
suggest a high interaction among features. 

 
6 Name: Number of Components (NOC) 
Description: Counts how many components (constants/refinements) were necessary to implement the 
features. 
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Domain: (0, N) where N = C + R  C = Number of Constants; R = Number of Refinements. 
Value interpretation: The value indicates how many components an SPL has and it suggests how complex 
the maintenance can be. 

 
7 Name: Number of Refined Constants (NRC) 
Description: Counts the number of constants that have refinements. 
Domain: (0, N) where N = Number of Constants 
Value interpretation: The value indicates how many constants were refined in the SPL and suggests how 
complex the maintenance can be. 
8 Name: Number of Features (NOF) 
Description: Counts the number of features that have code artifacts. 
Domain*: (0, N) where N is the number of all features. 
Value interpretation*: The closer the value is to N more complex is the SPL's maintenance. 

 

We measured the TankWar SPL to verify the applicability of the 

measures proposed to assess artifacts developed in AHEAD. TankWar is a 

shoot'em up game developed as an SPL by students of the University of 

Magdeburg. It is of medium size (~5,000 LOC), has 37 features (31 concrete 

features), and runs on PC and mobile phones (SCHULZE et al., 2012). This SPL 

was chosen due to its size (lines of code and number of features) and because it 

was used in other studies (APEL; BEYER, 2011; SCHULZE et al., 2012; 

SCHULZE; APEL; KASTNER, 2010). It has 88 code artifacts developed to 

realize 31 features, where 30 code artifacts are constants from which nine 

constants were refined. These nine constants have 58 refinements and there are 

constants with one refinement and others with 14 refinements. In these 58 

refinements, 60 methods were refined. However, there are methods with more 

than one refinement; for instance, toolBehandeln method has nine refinements, 

created in the constant Tank.jak of TankWar feature. 

Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado 

no documento.-12 depicts the feature model of TankWar SPL, where some 

features (e.g. Image and Sound features) are specific for different Platforms. 

Furthermore, there are several alternative feature groups, such as size of map 

(M_240, M_600, and M_780 features). Besides, we can observe the cross tree 

constraints, for example, the first constraint makes it clear that if we use one of 
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fuer_PC, Re_fuer_PC, or Sound_fuer_pc features then PC feature should be 

chosen. 

 
Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-12 Feature Model of the TankWar SPL 

 

To realize PC and Tools features, six and three artifacts were developed, 

respectively. The Tools feature has one constant (Tool.jak) and two refinements 

(Tank.jak and TankMannager.jak). Tool.jak has seven refinements localized in 

IMG_tool, Beschleunigung, einfrieren, Bombe, Energie, Feuerkraft and Mars 

features. We can observe in Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo 

especificado foi encontrado no documento.-12 that IMG_tool feature is in a 

different subtree in relation of the others features. In other cases, such as 

Maler.jak constant (feature PC), all the 14 refinements are in different subtrees, 

more precisely, in Beschleunigung, Bombe, China_Type99, einfrieren, Energie, 

Feuerkraft, fuer_PC, Germany_Leopard, M_240, M_600, M_780, Mars, 

Re_fuer_PC, and USA_M1Abrams features. Using these measures, we can have 
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a notion of the SPL’s size and complexity. With NOC, NOR, and NRC 

measures, we know a SPL’s size in terms of artifacts, its types and relationships. 

With NRC, NRM, and NMR measures, we know how the relationship among 

the features is, expressing the complexity in maintaining the features. 

3.5 Final Considerations 

Software measures carry out an important role in the evaluation of 

software quality as well as to make the knowledge on software more precise. 

Along the years, several measures were proposed to evaluate software developed 

in different technologies (OOP, AOP, and FOP). For FOP, there are measures 

for the Annotative, Aspects, and Independent approaches, but there is still a lack 

of measures for the Compositional approach. 

In this chapter, we detailed 33 measures for Annotative, Aspects, and 

Independent approaches and four software properties evaluated by them. We 

proposed eight measures based on traditional measures and specific 

characteristics of the compositional approach. Those measures allowed us to 

know how constants and refinements are used and how complex it can be to 

perform maintenance on a SPL. 
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4 MEASURES-BASED CODE SMELL DETECTION IN SPL 

4.1 Initial Considerations 

Software measures are used to quantify software properties, such as size 

and complexity. Isolated values of measures are not meaningful because they are 

too fine-grained. However, we can combine measures to obtain measure-based 

detection strategies to detect code smells, for example.  

To detect code smells, developers may perform manual inspection or 

they may use heuristics based on software measures. Manual inspection is 

laborious and time-consuming. A measure-based heuristic may be implemented 

in a computational tool and used in an automatic way to perform the detection 

faster than manual inspections. Despite of that, it may present false negatives 

and false positives that need the attention of software engineers. 

Measure-based detection strategies have been used to localize code 

smells in OO and AO software, but they have not been applied to detect code 

smells in FO software. The definition of code smells and its detection strategies 

for OO and AO address specific mechanisms of these techniques, such as 

classes, methods, aspects, and pointcuts (FOWLER et al., 1999; LANZA; 

MARINESCU, 2006; MACIA; GARCIA; STAA, 2010). Therefore, it was 

necessary to define code smells and measure-based detection strategies to 

address specific mechanisms of FO.  

Based on the literature (FOWLER et al., 1999; LANZA; MARINESCU, 

2006; MACIA; GARCIA; STAA, 2010) and on the analysis of a set of FOP-

based SPLs, we adapted three traditional code smells – God Method, God Class, 

and Shotgun Surgery–to address specific characteristics of SPL, and we also 

proposed their detection strategy. This adaptation was necessary because the 

traditional code smells do not address mechanisms of FOP, such as constants 
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and refinements. To describe each code smell and its detection strategy, we 

followed the structure presented by Lanza and Marinescu (2006): i) a brief 

description of the smell; ii) to what it is applied; iii) its impact; and iv) its 

detection strategy.  

The detection strategy is based on heuristics which are combined using 

logical operators (AND, OR) and are represented as logical circuits. Each 

heuristic has filters based on measures and thresholds. In the detection strategies, 

thresholds' values are represented with the labels: Low, Avg (average), and 

High, because the real values may be different depending on the context. 

For each proposed detection strategy, we based the heuristics on the 

main characteristics of the code smell. For the filters, we selected measures from 

our proposed measures and from measures indicated as useful to detect the 

traditional code smells (LANZA; MARINESCU, 2006; PADILHA et al., 2013, 

2014). To define the thresholds, we measured a set of SPLs (not the products) 

and calculated the Low, Avg, and High values. In the sequence, we tested 

several combinations of the measures with different thresholds. With each 

combination, we performed the detection and analyzed the results. 

This chapter presents the proposed code smells, detections strategies, 

and a computational tool. It is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents the 

analyzed SPLs and the calculated thresholds. Sections 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 present 

our detection strategies for SPL God Method, SPL God Class, and SPL Shotgun 

Surgery, respectively. Section 4.6 presents the computational tool for Variability 

Smell Detection (VSD) developed to measure and detect the code smells, and 

Section 4.7 presents some examples of the methods and components detected 

with VSD. 
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4.2 Analyzed Software Product Lines and Threshold Values 

The selection of the SPLs was difficult, because we did not find a 

substantial number of AHEAD-based SPLs to compose our set that would be 

used to calculate the thresholds. Therefore, we used all AHEAD-based SPLs 

available as example in the FeatureIDE Eclipse plug-in and in the SPL2go7. To 

increase the sample, we added three SPLs from AHEAD, which is also 

developed as an SPL. 

Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado 

no documento.-7  details the eight selected SPLs by showing their names, 

domains, number of features that have code artifacts (NOF), number of 

components (NOC), and number of lines of code (TLoC). For example, the 

TankWar SPL is a game and has 30 features, 88 components and 4,669 lines of 

code (excluding comments and blank lines). These SPLs are from different 

domains and their number of features (NOF) ranges from 11 to 106. To realize 

those features, the number of components used ranged from 21 to 963. In those 

components, the number of lines of code ranges from 98 to 16,719. It is worth 

noting that NOC and TLoC do not grow proportionally to NOF. For example, 

the Devolution SPL has 11 features with 68 components and 3,913 lines of code 

and the EPL SPL has 12 features with 21 components and 98 lines of code. 

 

Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 
documento.-7 Analyzed Software Product Lines 

# SPL Domain NOF NOC TLoC 
1 AHEAD-Bali Grammar tool 15 61 3,988 
2 AHEAD-Guidsl Graphical configuration tool 25 233 8,738 
3 AHEAD-Java Programming tool 106 963 16,719 
4 DesktopSearcher Local searcher tool 16 46 1,858 
5 Devolution E-mail and Instant Message client 11 68 3,913 

                                                 
7 SPL2go is catalog of software product lines available in: http://spl2go.cs.ovgu.de/ 
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6 EPL Expression evaluation 12 21 98 
7 GPL Graph and algorithm library 36 75 1,824 
8 TankWar Game 30 88 4,669 

We measured the SPLs at SPL, component, and method granularity 

levels. The thresholds were based on statistical descriptive values (average and 

standard deviation) calculated from the selected SPLs. We calculated values 

considered "average", "low", and "high" for each measure, or ratio between 

measures, used in the heuristics as follows: 

 

a) Average: the values of a measure were added and divided to the 

number of SPL; 

b) Low: it was obtained from the Average value minus the standard 

deviation; 

c) High: it was obtained from the Average value plus the standard 

deviation. 

 

Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado 

no documento.-8 presents measure values of the SPLs. To represent the SPL 

value of fine-grained measure, such as NMR and LoC, we used the letter "T" 

with the measure acronym, e.g., TNMR and TLoC. For example, TankWar SPL 

has 4,669 lines of code (TLoC), 88 components (NOC), 30 constants (NOCt), 58 

refinements (NOR), and 30 features (NOF). We can note that the AHEAD-Java 

SPL has the highest values in almost all measures, while the EPL SPL has the 

lowest values, i.e., these SPLs contribute with high and low values, respectively, 

for the thresholds calculus. 
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Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-8  SPLs' Measures 

SPL TLoC NOC TNOM TNOA TCyclo TCBO NOCt NOR NRC NRM TNMR TNOOr NOrO NOF 
AHEAD-Bali 3,988 61 252 156 674 552 16 45 6 5 8 36 14 15 

AHEAD-Guidsl 8,738 233 1,021 333 2,032 1,447 87 146 38 15 39 13 10 25 
AHEAD-Java 16,719 963 1,839 453 3,617 3,617 125 838 17 57 94 14 14 106 

DesktopSearcher 1,858 46 144 93 328 403 24 22 4 5 13 4 3 16 
Devolution 3,913 68 467 264 939 675 53 15 11 15 23 7 6 11 

EPL 98 21 22 5 20 43 5 16 5 2 6 2 1 12 
GPL 1,824 75 284 86 404 322 24 51 14 25 24 37 21 36 

TankWar 4,669 88 309 263 1,176 310 30 58 9 29 59 14 9 30 
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Using the values in Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo 

especificado foi encontrado no documento.-8, we calculated the values 

presented in Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi 

encontrado no documento.-9. Those values represent the relation (ratio) 

between measures. For example, the relation between the number of lines of 

code and the components is given by TLoC/NOC and this ratio indicates how 

many lines of code a component has in average. In Table Erro! Nenhum texto 

com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-9, values of average 

(AVG) and standard deviation (std. dev.) are also presented. For instance, 

considering all SPLs, each component has 38 lines of code and six couplings in 

average, and these values vary 21 lines of code and three couplings to more or to 

less. 
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Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-9  Values of the Relation between 

Measures 

SPL TLoC/NOC TNOA/NOC TNOM/NOC  TLoC/TNOM  TCyclo/TLoC NOR/NOCt 
(TNOOr+TNMR)/  

(NOrO+NRM) 
TCBO/NOC 

AHEAD-Bali 65.38 2.56 4.13 15.83 0.17 2.81 2.32 9.05 
AHEAD-Guidsl 37.50 1.43 4.38 8.56 0.23 1.68 2.08 6.21 
AHEAD-Java 17.36 0.47 1.91 9.09 0.22 6.70 1.52 3.76 

DesktopSearcher 40.39 2.02 3.13 12.90 0.18 0.92 2.13 8.76 
Devolution 57.54 3.88 6.87 8.38 0.24 0.28 1.43 9.93 

EPL 4.67 0.24 1.05 4.45 0.20 3.20 2.67 2.05 
GPL 24.32 1.15 3.79 6.42 0.22 2.13 1.33 4.29 

TankWar 53.06 2.99 3.51 15.11 0.25 1.93 1.92 3.52 

AVG 37.53 1.84 3.60 10.09 0.21 2.46 1.92 5.95 
Std. Dev. 21.00 1.26 1.74 4.10 0.03 1.96 0.47 2.98 
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Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado 

no documento.-10 presents the values calculated using the average and standard 

deviation values from Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi 

encontrado no documento.-9. A Low value means "average minus standard 

deviation" and a High value means "average plus standard deviation". For 

example, a component with at least 16.53 lines of code is considered as having a 

low number of lines of code while a component with 58.53 or more is 

considered a component with a high number of lines of code. Otherwise, it will 

be considered with average number of lines. Each one of these derived measures 

can be interpreted as follows: 

 

Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 
documento.-10   Thresholds Values 

Derived measures Low Avg High 
TLoC / NOC 16.53 37.53 58.53 
TLoC / TNOM 6.00 10.09 14.19 
TCyclo / TLoC 0.18 0.21 0.24 
TNOA / NOC 0.58 1.84 3.10 
TNOM / NOC 1.86 3.60 5.34 
NOR / NOCt 0.50 2.46 4.41 
(TNOOr + TNMR) / (NOrO + NRM) 1.45 1.92 2.39 
TCBO / NOC 2.97 5.95 8.92 

 

a) TLoC / NOC: average number of lines of code per component. For 

example: each component has 37.53 lines of code in average; 

b) TLoC / TNOM : average number of lines of code per method. For 

example: each method has 10 lines of code in average; 

c) TCyclo / TLoC: number of branches per lines of code. For example: 

there is a branch for each 0.21 lines of code, i.e., 2.1 branches for 

each 10 lines of code; 
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d) TNOA / NOC: average number of attributes per component. For 

example: each component has 1.84 attributes in average; 

e) TNOM / NOC : average number of methods per component. For 

example: each component has 3.60 methods in average; 

f) NOR / NOCt: average number of refinement per constant. For 

example: each constant has 2.46 in average; 

g) (TNOOr + TNMR) / (NOrO + NRM) : relation between the 

number of overrides and refinements of methods and the number of 

overridden and refined methods. For example: each overridden or 

refined method has 1.92 overrides or refinements. 

h) TCBO / NOC: average number of coupling per component. For 

example: each component is coupled to 5.95 others components in 

average. 

4.3 SPL God Method 

An SPL God Method is a combination of Long Method, God Method, 

and Brain Method. It may start out as a "normal" method, having a "normal" 

size, and realizing a single concern. Its responsibilities can grow due to the 

number of features that override or refine it. 

Applies to: Operation, i.e., methods or standalone functions. 

Impact: SPL God Methods can concentrate responsibility, becoming 

large and complex. Thus, they can become harder to test and maintain. 

Detection: The SPL God Method detection strategy is based on two 

main characteristics: 

 

1. Methods that may concentrate responsibilities, represented by methods' 

overrides, i.e., complete override and refinements 
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2. Long and complex methods 

 

To address these characteristics, we selected four measures: i) Number 

of Operation Overrides (NOOr); ii) Number of Method Refinements (NMR); iii) 

Method's Lines of Code (MLoC); and iv) McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity 

(Cyclo). NOOr and NMR detect methods that have a substantial number of 

overrides. MLoC and Cyclo are combined using logical operator AND to detect 

long and complex methods. Therefore, a method suffers from SPL God Method 

if it has many overrides or if it is long and complex. This detection strategy is 

composed by these three heuristics (Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo 

especificado foi encontrado no documento.-13): 

 

1. A Method has a high number of overrides when the sum of the 

values of NOOr and NMR is higher than the High value. 

2. A Method is long when its MLoC is higher than Avg value. 

3. A Method has high complexity when the ratio between its Cyclo and 

its MLoC is higher than High value. 

 

 

Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 
documento.-13   SPL God Method Detection Strategy 

4.4 SPL God Class 
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An SPL God Class may be a God Class and may have many 

refinements. In other words, an SPL God Class may be large, complex, and tend 

to concentrate responsibilities, represented by the refinements. 

Applies to: Classes and interfaces (constants and refinements). 

Impact: SPL God Class can become harmful to systems' design because 

it may aggregate different features and concentrate a lot of responsibilities. The 

testability and maintainability of the system may become harder. 

Detection: The SPL God Class detection strategy is based on two main 

characteristics: 

 

1. Classes with high number of refinements. 

2. Large and complex classes coupled to other classes. 

 

For this strategy, we selected four measures: i) Number of Constant 

Refinements (NCR); ii) Lines of Code (LoC); iii) Weighted Methods per Class 

(WMC); and iv) Coupling between Object Classes (CBO). In the first step, NCR 

filters classes which have high number of refinements. In the second step, LoC, 

CBO, and WMC filter large and complex classes coupled to other classes. This 

detection strategy has four heuristics (Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo 

especificado foi encontrado no documento.-14): 

 

1. A Class has high number of refinements when its NCR is higher 

than High value.  

2. A Class is large when its LOC is higher than the High value. 

3. A Class has relationship with lots of other classes when its CBO 

value is higher than Low value. 

4. A Class has high complexity when its ratio WMC/LoC is higher than 

High value. 
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Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 
documento.-14  SPL God Class Detection Strategy 

4.5 SPL Shotgun Surgery 

In the traditional Shotgun Surgery code smell, changes in a class may 

propagate to other classes. In SPL, this code smell may occur in classes which 

have a large number of refinements, attributes, and operations, and are coupled 

to other classes. In other words, classes which share many attributes and 

operations with a large number of refinements and have a large number of 

relationship with other classes may suffer from SPL Shotgun Surgery because 

changes in it may propagate to the related classes (refinements or not). 

 

Applies to: Classes and interfaces (constants and refinements). 

Impact: One class affected by SPL Shotgun Surgery has many other 

components depending on it. Consequently, if a change occurs in a class, other 

operations and classes might need to change as well. As a result, it is possible to 

miss a required change and it might cause maintenance problems. 

Detection: The SPL Shotgun Surgery detection strategy is based on two 

main characteristics: 
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1. Classes with large number of refinements. 

2. Classes with large number of attributes and operations coupled to other 

classes. 

 

For this strategy, we selected four measures: i) Number of Constant 

Refinements (NCR); ii) Number of Attributes (NOA); iii) Coupling between 

Object Classes (CBO); and iv) Number of Methods (NOM). In the first step, 

NCR filters classes that have high number of refinements. In the second step, 

NOA, CBO, and NOM filter classes coupled to other classes and that have many 

attributes and operations. This detection strategy has four heuristics (Figure 

Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-15): 

 

1. A Class has large number of refinements when its NCR is higher 

than High value. 

2. A Class has large number of attributes when its NOA is higher than 

High value. 

3. A Class has relationship with many other classes when its CBO is 

higher than Low value. 

4. A Class has large number of operations when its NOM is higher 

than High value. 
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Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-15  SPL Shotgun Surgery Detection Strategy 

4.6 Computational Tool for Variability Smell Detection 

Computational tools that measure the source code are often used to 

assess software quality and properties. Many tools were developed to measure 

OO software (e.g. Eclipse Metrics plug-in), but we did not find any tool to 

measure FO software developed with AHEAD. Therefore, we developed a 

computational tool called Variability Smell Detection (VSD) as an Eclipse plug-

in to measure AHEAD source code and detect the proposed code smells. We 

used Eclipse IDE 4.3 (Kepler), the Java Development Tool (JDT), the Plug-in 

Development Environment (PDE), and FeatureIDE. JDT provides tools to deal 

with Java code and PDE provides tools to develop and test Eclipse plug-ins. 

From FeatureIDE, we used resources to deal with AHEAD projects. In 

summary, VSD depends on the packages: org.eclipse.core.resources, 

org.eclipse.jdt, org.eclipse.jdt.core, de.ovgu.featureide.fm.core, 

org.eclipse.core.runtime, org.eclipse.ui, de.ovgu.featureide.core, 

de.ovgu.featureide.core.ahead, and org.eclipse.ui.ide. 
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VSD implements 19 primitive and 8 derived measures (Table Erro! 

Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-11). 

Primitive measures include traditional, OO, and FO measures; derived measures 

summarize some primitive measures. We organized the measures in: 

 

a) Method group: measures related to method's individual properties; 

b) Component group: measures for component's properties (class, 

interface, refinement); 

c) SPL group: primitive and derived measures for SPL's properties. 

 

Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 
documento.-11 VSD Measures 

Group Measure Primitive  Derived 
Method's Lines of Code (MLoC) X  
McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity (Cyclo) X  
Number of Parameters (NP) X  
Number of Method Refinements (NMR) X  

Method 

Number of Operation Overrides (NOOr) X  
Lines of Code (LoC) X  
Number of Methods (NOM) X  
Number of Attributes (NOA) X  
Coupling between Objects (CBO) X  
Weighted Methods Per Class (WMC)  X 

Component 

Number of Constant Refinements (NCR) X  
Number of Components (NOC) X  
Number of Constants (NOCt) X  
Number of Refinements (NOR) X  
Number of Refined Constants (NRC) X  
Total Number of Method Refinements (TNMR) X  
Number of Refined Methods (NRM) X  
Number of Overridden Operations (NOrO) X  
Number of Features (NOF) X  
Total Lines of Code (TLoC)  X 
Total Number of Methods (TNOM)  X 
Total Number of Attributes (TNOA)  X 
Total Cyclomatic Complexity (TCyclo)  X 
Total Coupling between Objects (TCBO)  X 

SPL 

Total Number of Operation Overrides (TNOOr)  X 
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VSD can be accessed via a pop-up menu showed after right-clicking a 

FeatureIDE AHEAD project (Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo 

especificado foi encontrado no documento.-16). The available options are 

Detect Shotgun Surgery, Detect God Class, Detect God Method, and Measure. 

After selecting an option, VSD runs and shows the results in a specific view: 

VSD Measures, VSD God Method, VSD God Class, and VSD Shotgun Surgery. 

Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-17 depicts the VSD Measures view that presents the measurement's 

results in a tree view, thus users can see the value per measure, for example, 

where the value of Lines of Code is 4,670.  Users can also expand each measure 

to check the value for a component/method (Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o 

estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-18), for example, the 

method malen(), from the component ExplodierenEffekt.jak and the feature 

explodieren, has 23 lines of code (Method’s Lines of Code). If the user selects 

Save as CSV button (on top-right position), VSD saves the results in three 

Comma-Separated Values (CSV) files–one file per group (Table Erro! Nenhum 

texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-11) –in the vsd-

output folder. 

VSD God Method, VSD God Class, and VSD Shotgun Surgery views 

are similar. They present the strategy with the threshold values centralized at the 

top, Save as CSV button at top-right, and one table. This table contains id, 

feature, component, and method (only, VSD God Method) names, indication if 

component/method is a refinement (Y = yes, N = no), and measures. 
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Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-16   VSD Popup Menu 

 

 
Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-17   VSD Measures View Collapsed 
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Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-18   VSD Measures View Expanded 

 

For instance, Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi 

encontrado no documento.-19 depicts the VSD God Method view. The 

strategy ((NOOr+NMR) > 2.39) OR ((MLoC > 10.09) AND ((Cyclo/MLoC) > 

0.24)) is centralized at top. Line #2 presents the Beschleunigung feature, the 

Tank.jak component, and the toolKontroller() method. This method is a 

refinement (Y) and has the measure values: MLoC: 11, Cyclo: 6, NP: 0, NMR: 

0, and NOOr: 0. If the user performs a double-click in a row, VSD opens the 

respective component in a code editor. In addition, if the user selects Save as 

CSV, the result is saved in a CSV file whose identifier (name) is the code smell's 

name (e.g. godmethod.csv) in vsd-output folder. 

 

 
Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-19   VSD God Method View 
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The threshold values may vary depending on the selected project (SPL) 

or on the set of projects to calculate the values. VSD has a preferences page 

(Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-20)–accessed via Window -> Preferences -> VSD Preferences–in 

which the users can define values for each measure in each strategy. The 

strategies and a table with measures' acronyms and name are also presented. 

When the user saves or applies changes, VSD updates the values presented in 

the views' strategies and when the user performs a new detection, the new values 

are used.  

 

 
Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-20   VSD Preferences Page 

4.7 Detecting the Code Smells in the Analyzed SPLs 

We configured VSD with the threshold values to detect the proposed 

code smells in the eight analyzed SPLs. Hence, we obtained the amount of 
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methods and components with code smells presented in Table Erro! Nenhum 

texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-12. For 

example, VSD found 35 and 64 methods with God Method symptoms in 

AHEAD-Bali and TankWar, respectively. 

 

 

Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 
documento.-12   Number of Methods/Components with Code Smells 

found by VSD 

SPL Code Smells 
SPL 

God Method God Class Shotgun Surgery 
AHEAD-Bali 35 2 1 
AHEAD-Guidsl 83 19 3 
AHEAD-Java 142 18 1 
DesktopSearcher 23 4 1 
Devolution 43 10 0 
EPL 2 1 0 
GPL 16 3 0 
TankWar 64 15 4 

 

Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado 

no documento.-13, Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi 

encontrado no documento.-14, and Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo 

especificado foi encontrado no documento.-15 show samples of methods and 

components detected by VSD as having code smell in TankWar (Figure Erro! 

Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-12). 

The sample of methods (Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado 

foi encontrado no documento.-13) addresses one method and its refinements 

and override. The toolBehandeln(int) method, from the Tank.jak component, 

was implemented as an empty method in the TankWar feature, which is the 

‘root’ of the feature model (Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo 

especificado foi encontrado no documento.-12). This method was re-

implemented (overridden) in the feature Tools, and refined in the features 
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Beschleunigung, Bombe, einfrieren, and Feuerkraft. Each one of these 

refinements adds a tool behavior in the tank.  

The possible problems are: (i) if one adds some code in the first method 

(feature TankWar) it will be overridden and will be not use in the refinement 

chain because the second method (feature Tools) completely overrides it, i.e., 

the first method was not refined; and (ii) the other four refinements were 

detected with code smell because the density of branches (Cyclo / MLoC) is 

higher than the threshold. In fact, these methods seem to be simple, but the 

software engineer needs to pay attention to them. 
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Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 
documento.-13   Sample of Methods with SPL God Method 

Feature Component Method Refinement MLoC  Cyclo NMR NOOr 
TankWar Tank.jak toolBehandeln(int) N 1 1 8 1 
Tools Tank.jak toolBehandeln(int) N 1 1 8 0 
Beschleunigung Tank.jak toolBehandeln(int) Y 11 3 0 0 
Bombe Tank.jak toolBehandeln(int) Y 18 8 0 0 
einfrieren Tank.jak toolBehandeln(int) Y 13 5 0 0 
Feuerkraft Tank.jak toolBehandeln(int) Y 11 3 0 0 

 

The sample of components (Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo 

especificado foi encontrado no documento.-14) detected with SPL God Class 

shows the Maler.jak component from different features. We can note that the 

Maler.jak components from the Handy and PC features are very similar when 

we observe the measures values. The same situation occurs with this component 

in the fuer_handy and fuer_PC features. This occurred because Handy and PC 

are alternative features and the selection of one of them implies the selection of 

only one of the “fuer”. 

The possible problems with Maler.jak are: (i) observing the code, we 

could identify that we have duplicated code, which is also code smell; (ii) we 

have two constants and a large number of refinements adding behaviors that the 

developer does not know to which constant until the build of the product; and 

(iii) the refinements are too complex and coupled to other components. 

Observing the code of the Maler.jak (PC feature), we noted that this component 

is responsible for the screen, menus, menus’ and keys’ behavior, and help items, 

for example. That is, this component concentrates many responsibilities. 

 

Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 
documento.-14   Sample of Components with SPL God Class 

Feature Component Interface Refinement LoC CBO WMC NCR 
Handy Maler.jak N N 300 12 63 16 
PC Maler.jak N N 304 18 58 16 
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fuer_Handy Maler.jak N Y 320 8 104 0 
fuer_PC Maler.jak N Y 322 7 104 0 

 

Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado 

no documento.-15 shows two components of TankWar detected with SPL 

Shotgun Surgery. The components are the constants Maler.jak from the Handy 

and PC features. These components were also indicated as having SPL God 

Class, and were detected with SPL Shotgun Surgery because they are coupled to 

many components, and they share many methods and attributes with many 

refinements. 

Observing the code of the Maler.jak (PC feature) and its refinements, we 

noticed that the refinements access directly the attributes of the constant, i.e., 

they do not use accessor methods to set or to get the value of the attributes. 

Therefore, if one performs some change in the attributes, this change may 

propagate to the refinements. For example, the helpItemErstellen() method 

instantiate the protected attribute menu in PC, and this method was refined six 

times to add items to the menu, which is directly accessed into the refinements. 

That is, if Maler.jak is refactored regarding the menu, changes in the refinements 

are possible to occur.  

 

Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 
documento.-15   Sample of Components with SPL Shotgun Surgery 

Feature Component Interface Refinement NOM NOA CBO NCR 
Handy Maler.jak N N 32 10 12 16 
PC Maler.jak N N 31 14 18 16 

4.8 Final Considerations 

Measures-based strategies have been proposed to detect code smells 

present in OO and AO software. In those strategies, measures are combined and 

connected with logical operators to filter classes/components and 
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methods/operations with certain symptom. Several tools have been developed to 

measure properties of software, such as number of lines, coupling, and 

complexity. However, we found neither detection strategies nor tools to measure 

FO software.  

In this chapter, we proposed three measures-based detection strategies 

following the structure present in the literature. In addition, we presented a 

computational tool for Variability Smell Detection (VSD) that measures FO 

software and detects the code smells in SPLs developed with AHEAD. In 

addition, we presented some examples of methods and components detected 

with code smell by VSD.  
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5 EXPLORATORY STUDY 

5.1 Initial Considerations 

We performed an exploratory study involving 26 participants from two 

universities aiming to verify if our proposed detection strategies can be used 

instead of manual inspection. For this, we characterized the participants using a 

background questionnaire and trained them regarding the proposed measures, 

code smells, and detection strategies. In the sequence, the participants performed 

a manual inspection based only on measures and on the calculated thresholds. 

We tabulated and analyzed the data, and performed an inter-rater agreement 

statistical test to verify the reliability of the participants’ indications. We used 

the participants’ indications as an oracle, and compared the detection strategies’ 

indications with it. In addition, we performed Binomial and Sign tests to verify 

if the detection strategies’ indications occurred by chance.  

This chapter details the exploratory study and is organized as follows. 

Section 5.2 characterizes the participants. Section 5.3 details the training and 

manual inspection sessions. Section 5.4 discusses the analysis procedures 

including statistical analyses. Section 5.5 reports the main results, and Section 

5.6 discusses the threats to validity. 

5.2 Participants 

This study involved 26 participants – 11 females and 15 males with 28 

years old in average–that were taking an advanced Software Engineering course 

at two different educational institutions. In the first institution, one participant 

was undergraduate student, nine were master's students, and one was a 

professional (industry). In the second institution, six participants were 
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undergraduate students, five were master's students, and four were Ph.D 

students.  

We used a background questionnaire to investigate previous knowledge 

of each participant (APPENDIX 

APPENDIX A - BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE). Table Erro! 

Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-16 

shows the answers related to the participants' courses. When the participants – 

identified with the code P<ID> – took the course, the cell has the check symbol 

(�); otherwise, it is blank. For example, participant P01 took courses on 

Databases, Object-Oriented Programming, Web Technology, Java 

Programming, Software Modeling, and Project Management. The participants 

seemed to be homogeneous regarding their courses because 96% of them took 

some course on OOP, 2 participants (8%) did not take any course on Java 

Programming, and 6 participants (23%) did not take courses on Software 

Modeling. 
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Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-16   Participants' Courses 

Course 
Participants Databases 

Systems 
Object-Oriented 
Programming 

Web 
Technology 

Distributed 
Systems 

Java 
Programming 

Software 
Modeling 

Project 
Management 

Fault-tolerant 
systems 

P01 � � �  � � �  
P02 � �  � � � �  
P03 � �   �  �  
P04  � �  � � �  
P05 � �  �  �   
P06  �  � � � �  
P07  � � � � � �  
P08 � � �  � � �  
P09 � � � � � � �  
P10 � � � � �    
P11 � � �  � � �  
P12  �   � � �  
P13 � � �  �    
P14 � � � � � � �  
P15 � �  � � � �  
P16 � � �  � �   
P17 � �  � � � �  
P18 � � �  � �   
P19 � � � � � �   
P20 � � �  �    
P21         
P22 � � � � � � �  
P23 � �   �    
P24 � �   � �   
P25 � � �  � � �  
P26 � � �  � � �  

Total 21 25 16 11 24 20 16 0 
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Regarding the work experience (Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o 

estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-17), 4 participants (15%) 

had never worked; 1 participant (4%) had worked almost one year; 9 participants 

(35%) had, approximately, two years of experience working in companies; and 

12 participants (46%) had worked more than three years. Therefore, 22 out of 26 

participants (84%) had some experience working in companies. 

 

Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 
documento.-17  Participants' Work Experience 

Worked in companies 
Participants No up to 1 year between 1 and 3 years more than 3 years 

P01   �  
P02    � 
P03    � 
P04    � 
P05    � 
P06   �  
P07  �   
P08 �    
P09   �  
P10 �    
P11    � 
P12    � 
P13   �  
P14    � 
P15    � 
P16   �  
P17   �  
P18    � 
P19    � 
P20   �  
P21   �  
P22    � 
P23 �    
P24 �    
P25   �  
P26    � 

Total 4 1 9 12 
 

The participants classified their knowledge in Java Programming, 

Software Measurement, Feature-Oriented Programming, and Software Product 
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Lines in a scale from 1 (No Knowledge) to 5 (Expert) (Table Erro! Nenhum 

texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-18). The 

participants seemed to be homogenous regarding their knowledge since they 

were concentrated in basic knowledge, except for Java Programming, in which 

they classified their knowledge from intermediate to advanced knowledge. In 

spite of the basic knowledge in Software Measurement, Feature-Oriented 

Programming, and Software Product Lines, 85% of the participants had 

experience working in companies and they were spread in each level, e.g. P04: 

level 5 in Java Programming; level 3 in Software Measurement; level 1 in 

Feature-Oriented Programming; and level 3 in Software Product Lines. This 

homogeneity conducted the participants in a similar behavior in their 

inspections. 
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Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 
documento.-18   Participants' Knowledge 

Knowledge 
Java 

Programming 
Software 

measurement 
Feature-Oriented 

Programming 
Software Product 

Lines 

Participants 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
P01   �    �    �      �    

P02   �   �     �     �     

P03   �      �  �      �    

P04     �   �   �       �   

P05  �    �     �     �     

P06    �    �    �     �    

P07   �    �      �      �  

P08     � �       �    �    

P09    �     �  �     �     

P10    �    �    �     �    

P11   �    �    �     �     

P12     �  �     �     �    

P13    �   �     �      �   

P14     �    �   �     �    

P15    �     �   �      �   

P16    �   �    �      �    

P17   �     �    �     �    

P18   �   �       �     �   

P19   �    �     �     �    

P20    �     �    �    �    

P21    �   �     �     �    

P22     �  �    �      �    

P23   �   �      �     �    

P24   �       �  �      �   

P25   �    �     �     �    

P26   �     �      �     �  

Total 0 1 12 8 5 5 10 5 5 1 9 12 4 1 0 4 15 5 2 0 

5.3 Training and Manual Inspection Sessions 

We divided the study in two 90-minute sessions. The first session was a 

training session to allow participants to familiarize themselves with the 

evaluated measures, the code smells, and AHEAD. In the second session, we 

divided the participants into three groups concerning their institutions and each 

group worked with only one code smell and had no access to source code. Each 

participant of each group received a document (APPENDIX B - SPL GOD 
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METHOD DOCUMENT, APPENDIX C - SPL GOD CLASS DOCUMENT, 

and  

 

APPENDIX D - SPL SHOTGUN SURGERY DOCUMENT) with: i) 

TankWar SPL's description, measures, and target code smell; ii) threshold 

values; and iii) a list with 60 methods/components with their respective 

measures.  

The participants started indicating which thresholds they used, inspected 

each component–checking (�) if the component had code smell–and indicated 

which measures were considered in their decision as reported in Table Erro! 

Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-19. 

For example, in the analysis of the component Tank.jak, from the feature 

Beschleunigung, one considered the measures LoC, CBO, and WMC, and the 

component was indicated as having code smell due to their values. 

 

Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 
documento.-19   Example of Inspection 

Feature Component Refinement LoC NOM NOA CBO WMC  NCR Has smell 

Beschleunigung Maler.jak Y 5 1 0 2 1 0  

Beschleunigung Tank.jak Y 27 2 2 3 9 0 � 

Beschleunigung TankManager.jak Y 5 1 0 1 1 0  

Beschleunigung Tool.jak Y 11 1 0 2 2 0 � 

Bombe Maler.jak Y 5 1 0 2 1 0  

Bombe Tank.jak Y 22 1 0 2 8 0 � 

5.4 Analysis Procedures 

We began the analyses tabulating the thresholds selected by the 

participants (Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi 

encontrado no documento.-20) and the results of the participants' inspections 
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(Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-21). For example, Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo 

especificado foi encontrado no documento.-20 shows that participant P01 

selected the thresholds: High for MLoC, Avg for Cyclo, and High for NMR + 

NOOr. Hereafter, we tabulated all participants' indications (Table Erro! 

Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-21) 

and analyzed them seeking to track inspection failures and to respond these four 

questions: 

 

Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 
documento.-20   Example of Threshold Tabulation 

MLoC Cyclo / MLoC NMR+NOOr 
Participants 

Low Avg High Low Avg High Low Avg High 
P01   �  �    � 

P02  �   �   �  

P...  �   �   �  

# of Participants that 
selected the threshold 0 3 1 0 3 0 0 2 1 

 

a) Why did the detection strategy not detect a method/component that 

was indicated by the participants? 

b) Why did the participant not detect a method/component that was 

indicated by the detection strategy? 

c) Why did a participant not detect a method/component that was 

indicated by the other participants? 

d) Why did a participant indicate a method/component that was not 

indicated by the other participants? 

 

In Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado 

no documento.-21, methods (Mtd.) are identified by a number from 1 to 60, the 

symbols � and � in each cell indicate whether the code smell was present or 
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not, respectively, in the participants and detection strategy's analyses, or the 

agreement existence or not, respectively. The "# of participants' indications" 

column indicates how many participants indicated the method/component as 

having code smell, e.g. "method 1" was indicated as having code smell by two 

participants; the "Methods pointed by the majority of participants" column 

indicates with � if the method was indicated by more than half of participants, 

e.g. "method 3" was indicate by three participants that representing more than 

half of participants in the example. The "Agreement: Participants and STG" 

column indicates if the detection strategy's result is the same of the majority of 

participants (STG means "detection strategy"). For example, "method 1" was 

indicated by the participants and by the STG, thus there is agreement between 

them; "method 2" was not indicated by either STG nor participants, thus they 

agreed; and "method 3" was indicated by participants but not by the STG, thus 

lacks agreement between them. 

 

Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 
documento.-21   Example of Inspected Data Tabulation 

Mtd.  P01 P02 P03 P... 
# of 

participants' 
indications  

Methods pointed by 
the majority of 

participants 
STG 

Agreement: 
Participants and 

STG 
1  � �  2 � � � 

2     0 � � � 

3 � � �  3 � � � 

...         

 

We used an inter-rater agreement (kappa) to evaluate the reliability of  

the participant indications (FLEISS, 1971) and the Binomial and Sign 

hypotheses test to evaluate if our measures-based detection strategies can be 

used as a code smell predictor (SALKIND, 2007). To verify the agreement 

among the participants, the components and methods analyzed were divided in 

two categories: i) Indicated: components/methods with code smell marked with 
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"1"; and ii) Not indicated: components/methods without code smell marked with 

"0". As we have more than two raters (participants), we used Fleiss' Kappa and a 

statistical significance test (p-value) to evaluate if the agreement is reasonable. 

The null (H0) and alternative (H1) hypotheses are: 

 

H0: There is no agreement among participants; i.e., Kappa = 0 
 

H1: There is agreement among participants; i.e., Kappa > 0 
 

Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado 

no documento.-22 presents reference values for Kappa's values (LANDIS; 

KOCH, 1977). For example, for a value between 0.20 and 0.39, we have a Fair 

agreement among the participants. We used an on-line application called Kappa 

Agreement's Analysis8 to calculate the Kappa's values and the statistical 

significance test. 

 

Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 
documento.-22   Kappa's Reference Values (LANDIS; KOCH, 1977) 

Values of Kappa Interpretation 
< 0 No agreement 

0 - 0.19 Poor agreement 

0.20 - 0.39 Fair agreement 

0.40 - 0.59 Moderate agreement 

0.60 - 0.79 Substantial agreement 

0.80 - 1.00 Almost perfect agreement 

  

We used the Binomial and Sign tests on the agreement between the 

detection strategy and the majority of participants. The agreement between them 

is represented with 1 when they agree and 0 when they did not agree. We used 
                                                 
8  Kappa Agreement’s Analysis available in: http://lee.dante.br/pesquisa/kappa/ 
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an online application called QuickCalcs - Sign and Binomial Test9 to perform 

this test. The H0 and H1 hypotheses are: 

H0: The agreement between strategy and participants occurred by chance  
 

H1: The agreement between strategy and participants did not occur by chance 
 

In both tests, by adopting a significance level of 5%, H0 is accepted if p-

value is higher than 0.05; otherwise, it is rejected and H1 is accepted, which 

means there is low probability that the results occurred by chance. 

 

5.5 Results and Discussions 

This section presents the collected data and the data analyses. The data 

were obtained from the documents inspected by the participants. Statistical tests 

were performed to test participants' agreement and detection strategies' results. 

5.5.1 Selected Thresholds 

We asked participants to indicate the thresholds they used for each 

measure because we would like to know what they consider a large method, for 

example. That is, a method is large when its MLoC is greater than or equal to the 

Low, Avg, or High value? The effect of this decision is a disagreement among 

the participants or even between participants and detection strategies. Table 

Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-23, Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi 

                                                 
9  QuickCalcs – Sign and Binomial Test available in: 

http://graphpad.com/quickcalcs/binomial1/ 
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encontrado no documento.-24, and Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo 

especificado foi encontrado no documento.-25 show the selected threshold 

values for each measure with a check symbol (�). For example, eight 

participants selected Average (Avg) threshold for MLoC in their SPL God 

Method inspection.  

To detect SPL God Method (Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo 

especificado foi encontrado no documento.-23), eight and three participants 

considered that a large method has number of lines higher than Avg and High 

thresholds, respectively. We noticed that the majority of participants chose the 

Avg threshold for the measures (MLoC - 73%, Cyclo/MLoC - 64%, NMR + 

NOOr - 82%). Only 27% and 18% of the participants used High value for MLoC 

and NMR + NOOr, respectively. Regarding Cyclo / MLoC, participants mostly 

disagree since 64% used the Avg value and 36% used the High value, differently 

of the other thresholds, in which the difference between Avg and High is higher. 

 

 

 

 

Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 
documento.-23   Thresholds Selected by Participants - SPL God 
Method 

MLoC Cyclo / MLoC NMR+NOOr Participants 
Low Avg High Low Avg High Low Avg High 

P01   �  �    � 

P02  �   �   �  

P03  �   �   �  

P04   �   �  �  

P05  �    �  �  

P06  �   �   �  

P07   �   �   � 

P08  �    �  �  

P09  �   �   �  

P10  �   �   �  

P11  �   �   �  

# of Participants that 0 8 3 0 7 4 0 9 2 
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selected the threshold 
 

Regarding SPL God Class detection (Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o 

estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-24), two, four and one 

participants consider that a large class has number of lines higher than Low, 

Avg, and High thresholds, respectively. We can notice that the Avg threshold 

was selected by most participants for LoC, NOM, CBO, and NCR. It means that 

when a component has more lines of code than the average of components, it is a 

long component. Observing NOA and WMC / LoC, we can notice that 

participants are equally divided between Avg and High thresholds, i.e., lacks 

consensus among the participants on what are a component with many attributes 

and a high complex component. 
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Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-24   Thresholds Selected by 

Participants - SPL God Class 

LoC NOM NOA CBO NCR WMC/LoC Participants 
Low Avg High Low Avg High Low Avg High Low Avg High Low Avg High Low Avg High 

P12 �    �    � �    �    � 

P13  �   �    � �     �   � 

P14 �    �   �   �   �   �  

P15   �   �   �   �   �   � 

P16  �   �   �   �   �   �  

P17  �  �   �    �    � �   

P18  �   �   �   �   �   �  

# of 
Participants 

that selected the 
threshold 

2 4 1 1 5 1 1 3 3 2 4 1 0 4 3 1 3 3 
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In SPL Shotgun Surgery detection (Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o 

estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-25), six participants 

considered that a component with many methods (NOM) or a component with 

many refinements (NCR) has more methods than the Avg value. We can notice 

that the Avg threshold was selected by most participants for NOM, NOA, and 

NCR. It means when a component has more methods, attributes, and refinements 

than the average of components, it has many methods and attributes and might 

share them with many refinements. By observing CBO, we can notice that 

participants are almost equally divided between Low and Avg thresholds, i.e., it 

lacks consensus among them on what is a component with high coupling. 

 

Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 
documento.-25   Thresholds Selected by Participants - SPL Shotgun 
Surgery 

NOM NOA CBO NCR 
Participants 

Low Avg High Low Avg High Low Avg High Low Avg High 
P19   �   � �    �  

P20   �   � �    �  

P21  �   �   �   �  

P22  �   �  �    �  

P23  �   �  �    �  

P24  �   �    �   � 

P25  �   �   �   �  

P26  �    �  �    � 

# of Participants 
that selected the 

threshold 
0 6 2 0 5 3 4 3 1 0 6 2 

 

Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado 

no documento.-1 shows the chart of selected thresholds, i.e., how many 

participants selected the thresholds. For example, the Low threshold was 

selected 11 times. It is clear that the participants preferred the Avg threshold that 

represents mean values of the measures. This fact may have occurred due to the 

limited knowledge of participants in FOP and software measurement. 
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Informally, two participants reported that they were in doubt about which 

threshold should be selected, and then they selected Avg value as "secure" 

option. 

 

 
Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-1  Chart of Selected Thresholds 

5.5.2 SPL God Method 

To detect God Method, 11 participants (P01-P11) examined 60 methods. 

Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-26 shows results of detection strategy (STG) and participants' 

inspection. For example, "method 1" was indicated by majority of participants 

(eight participants) and by the STG as containing code smell, thus they agreed. 
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Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-26   Inspection Results and 

Agreement - SPL God Method 

Mtd.  P01 P02 P03 P04 P05 P06 P07 P08 P09 P10 P11 
# of participants' 

indications 
Methods pointed by the 
majority of participants  

STG 
Agreement: 

Participants and STG 
1  � �  � �  � � � � 8 � � � 

2            0 � � � 

3 � � � � � � � � � �  10 � � � 

4 � � � � � � � � � � � 11 � � � 

5 �     � �   � � 5 � � � 

6 � � �  � �  � � �  8 � � � 

7 � � �  � �  � � �  8 � � � 

8 � � � � � � � � � � � 11 � � � 

9 � � � � � � � � � � � 11 � � � 

10            0 � � � 

11 � � � � � � � � � � � 11 � � � 

12            0 � � � 

13            0 � � � 

14            0 � � � 

15      �      1 � � � 

16 � � � � � �  � � � � 10 � � � 

17 � � � � � � � �  � � 10 � � � 

18 � � � � � �    �  7 � � � 

19 � � �   � � � � � � 9 � � � 

20 � � � � � � � � � � � 11 � � � 

21 � � � � � � � � � � � 11 � � � 

22            0 � � � 

23 � � � � � � � � � � � 11 � � � 

24 � � � � � � � � � � � 11 � � � 

25 � � � � � � � � � � � 11 � � � 

26 � � � � � � � � � � � 11 � � � 
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“Table 5-11, continue” 
 

Mtd.  P01 P02 P03 P04 P05 P06 P07 P08 P09 P10 P11 
# of participants' 

indications 
Methods pointed by the 
majority of participants  STG 

Agreement: 
Participants and STG 

27            0 � � � 

28            0 � � � 

29            0 � � � 

30            0 � � � 

31            0 � � � 

32 � � � � � �  �  � � 9 � � � 

33 � � � � � � � �  � � 10 � � � 

34            0 � � � 

35            0 � � � 

36 � � � � � �  �   � 8 � � � 

37 � � �   � �  � � � 8 � � � 

38 � � � � � � � � � � � 11 � � � 

39            0 � � � 

40 � � � � � � � � � �  10 � � � 

41            0 � � � 

42  �          1 � � � 

43        �    1 � � � 

44            0 � � � 

45            0 � � � 

46            0 � � � 

47            0 � � � 

48            0 � � � 

49            0 � � � 

50            0 � � � 

 



 

 

10
0 

 
“Table 5-11, conclusion” 
 

Mtd.  P01 P02 P03 P04 P05 P06 P07 P08 P09 P10 P11 
# of participants' 

indications 
Methods pointed by the 
majority of participants  STG 

Agreement: 
Participants and STG 

51            0 � � � 

52 � � � 1 � � 2 � � � � 9 � � � 

53 � � � � � � � � � � � 11 � � � 

54 � � � � � �  � � � � 10 � � � 

55 � � � � � � � � � � � 11 � � � 

56 � � � � � � � � � � � 11 � � � 

57 � � � � � � �  � � � 10 � � � 

58 � � � � � �  � � � � 10 � � � 

59 � � � � � � � � � � � 11 � � � 

60 � � � � � � � � � � � 11 � � � 

               97% of agreement 
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Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado 

no documento.-2 shows 60 methods (x-axis) and their number of smell's 

indications (y-axis). For example, "method 1" received eight indications. We can 

notice that 23 methods (38%) were not indicated and 37 methods (62%) were 

indicated as having code smell (four methods were indicated by five or less 

participants and 33 methods were indicated by seven or more participants). Five 

participants failed to indicate these four methods because they compared 

different thresholds. For example, P01 indicated the use of Avg value for Cyclo, 

but assigned Cyclo of the method 5 as Low value, thus P01 failed in the 

inspection. 

 

 
Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-2   Number of Indications per Method - SPL God 
Method 

 

In Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi 

encontrado no documento.-2, 89% of the 37 methods were indicated by the 

majority of participants, but we can observe that it lacks agreement among them, 

since the numbers of indications varied from 7 to 11: i) seven agreed in one 

method; ii) eight agreed in five methods; iii) nine agreed in three methods; iv) 

ten agreed in eight methods; and all participants agreed in 16 methods. The 
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disagreements occurred due to (i) selected thresholds, (ii) different operators 

used in the comparison, (iii) failures in detection, and (iv) changes in thresholds. 

For example, a disagreement in "method 1" occurred because three participants 

used the High value for MLoC while other eight participants used the Avg value. 

In "method 19", four participants used the High value for Cyclo, but two out of 

four participants considered only values higher than High value while the other 

two participants considered values higher or equal to the High value. P11 failed 

in detecting four methods: 3, 6, 7, and 40, since values of MLoC and Cyclo are 

higher than the thresholds and the methods were not indicated. P07 changed the 

threshold and, for this reason, he/she did not indicate six methods: 16, 18, 32, 

36, 54, and 58. 

The SPL God Method's detection strategy indicated 31 methods (52%) 

with code smell and 29 methods (48%) without code smell. Considering the 

strategy's indications and agreement among participants, they agreed in 58 

indications (97%) and disagreed in two indications (3%). These two methods 

were not indicated by the strategy because it compared Cyclo value only to 

higher values than High threshold. For example, "method 19" has 0.24 for Cyclo 

value (equal to High value) and "method 37" has 0.23 for Cycle value (lesser 

than High value). 

5.5.3 SPL God Class 

To detect SPL God Class, seven participants (P12-P18) examined 60 

components. Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi 

encontrado no documento.-27 shows results of the detection strategy (STG) 

and participants' inspection. For example, "component 17" was indicated by 

majority of participants and by STG, thus they agreed. 
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Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-27   Inspection Results and 
Agreement - SPL God Class 

Cpt. P12 P13 P14 P15 P16 P17 P18 
# of participants' 

indications  
Components pointed by the 

majority of participants 
STG 

Agreement: 
Participants and STG 

1        0 � � � 

2        0 � � � 

3        0 � � � 

4 � �   �   3 � � � 

5        0 � � � 

6  �   �   2 � � � 

7  �      1 � � � 

8        0 � � � 

9        0 � � � 

10        0 � � � 

11  �   �   2 � � � 

12        0 � � � 

13        0 � � � 

14        0 � � � 

15        0 � � � 

16        0 � � � 

17 � �  � � � � 6 � � � 

18 � �  �  � � 5 � � � 

19        0 � � � 

20  �   �   2 � � � 

21  �   �   2 � � � 

22 � � �  � �  5 � � � 

23 � � � � � � � 7 � � � 

24 � � � � � � � 7 � � � 

25 � �   � �  4 � � � 

26 � �   �   3 � � � 
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“Table 5-12, continue” 
 

Cpt. P12 P13 P14 P15 P16 P17 P18 
# of participants' 

indications  
Components pointed by the 

majority of participants STG 
Agreement: 

Participants and STG 
27 � �   �   3 � � � 

28 � �   �   3 � � � 

29 � �   �   3 � � � 

30        0 � � � 

31        0 � � � 

32        0 � � � 

33 � �   �   3 � � � 

34        0 � � � 

35        0 � � � 

36  �   � �  3 � � � 

37  � � � � � � 6 � � � 

38  �   �   2 � � � 

39 � � � � � � � 7 � � � 

40  �   � � � 4 � � � 

41 � �  � � � � 6 � � � 

42 � �  � � � � 6 � � � 

43        0 � � � 

44 � �   �   3 � � � 

45     �   1 � � � 

46 � �   �   3 � � � 

47 � � � � � � � 7 � � � 

48 � �   � �  4 � � � 

49 � � �  �   4 � � � 

50  �   �   2 � � � 
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“Table 5-12, conclusion” 
 

Cpt. P12 P13 P14 P15 P16 P17 P18 
# of participants' 

indications  
Components pointed by the 

majority of participants STG 
Agreement: 

Participants and STG 
51  �  � � � � 5 � � � 

52 � � � � � � � 7 � � � 

53 � � �  � �  5 � � � 

54 � � � � � � � 7 � � � 

55 � � � � � � � 7 � � � 

56 � � �  � �  5 � � � 

57 � �   �   3 � � � 

58 � � �  �   4 � � � 

59 � � � � � �  6 � � � 

60        0 � � � 

           97% of agreement 
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Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado 

no documento.-3 shows that 20 components (33%) were not indicated by the 

participants and 40 components (67%) were indicated as having code smell – 23 

components were indicated by four or less participants and 17 components by 

five or more participants. The participants failed to indicate these 23 components 

because, in general, they considered only one measure in their analysis. For 

example, P13 and P16 considered only NOA while analyzing "component 6" 

and "component 20". 

 

 
Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-3   Number of Indications per Component - SPL God 
Class 

 

We can observe that 17 (43%) of the 40 components were indicated by 

the majority of participants: i) five components (29%) received five indications; 

ii) five components (29%) received six indications; and iii) seven components 

(42%) were indicated by seven participants. This fact occurred due to selected 

thresholds and failures in detection. For example, P15 did not indicate 

"component 22" because the High value for CBO was used while the other five 

participants used the Low or Avg values. P14 did not indicate "component 41" 

and "component 42". P16 did not indicate "component 19". P18 did not indicate 
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"component 22". This occurred because the value of the measures is higher than 

the thresholds and, therefore, the participants did not indicate them. 

Four more participants failed in their analyses because they considered 

only one measure and these failures caused 51 wrong indications: i) P12: 1 

failure; ii) P13: 36 failures; iii) P16: 13 failures; and iv) P17: 1 failure. P14 

indicated "component 49" and P16 indicated "component 40", "component 51", 

and "component 59" wrongly because these components have value of the 

measures lower than the thresholds indicated by them. P18 indicated 

"component 59", but the NCR was not considered. 

The detection strategy indicated 15 components (25%) with code smell 

and 45 components (75%) without smell. Considering the strategy's indications 

and agreement among the participants, they agreed in 58 indications (97%) and 

disagreed in two indications (3%). These two components were not indicated by 

the STG because it compares WMC / LoC value only to higher values than High 

threshold. For example, "method 37" has 0.23 to WMC / LoC value and 

"method 51" has 0.12 to WMC / LoC lesser than High threshold (0.24). In fact, 

"component 51" had five indications, but two were wrongly indicated by P13 

and P16. Thus, agreement would be 59 in 60 (98%). 

5.5.4 SPL Shotgun Surgery 

To detect SPL Shotgun Surgery, eight participants (P19-P26) examined 

60 components. Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi 

encontrado no documento.-28 shows results of detection strategy (STG) and 

participants' inspection. For example, four participants indicated component 8 as 

having code smell and STG did not indicated it, thus they did not agreed. 
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Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-28   Inspection Results and 
Agreement - SPL Shotgun Surgery 

Cpt. P19 P20 P21 P22 P23 P24 P25 P26 
# of participants' 

indications  
Components pointed by the 

majority of participants 
STG 

Agreement: 
Participants and STG 

1         0 � � � 

2         0 � � � 

3         0 � � � 

4         0 � � � 

5         0 � � � 

6         0 � � � 

7         0 � � � 

8 � �   �  �  4 � � � 

9 �    �    2 � � � 

10         0 � � � 

11 �    �    2 � � � 

12         0 � � � 

13         0 � � � 

14         0 � � � 

15         0 � � � 

16 � �   �  �  4 � � � 

17         0 � � � 

18         0 � � � 

19         0 � � � 

20         0 � � � 

21 �    �  �  3 � � � 

22 �    �  �  3 � � � 

23         0 � � � 

24 �    �  �  3 � � � 

25 � �   �  � � 5 � � � 

26     �  �  2 � � � 
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“Table 5-13, continue” 
 

Cpt. P19 P20 P21 P22 P23 P24 P25 P26 
# of participants' 

indications  
Components pointed by the 

majority of participants STG 
Agreement: 

Participants and STG 
27     �  �  2 � � � 

28 � � � � � � � � 8 � � � 

29       �  1 � � � 

30         0 � � � 

31         0 � � � 

32         0 � � � 

33         0 � � � 

34         0 � � � 

35         0 � � � 

36 �    �    2 � � � 

37 � �   �  � � 5 � � � 

38         0 � � � 

39         0 � � � 

40 � � � � � � � � 8 � � � 

41 � �     �  3 � � � 

42         0 � � � 

43 � �   �  � � 5 � � � 

44 �    �  �  3 � � � 

45         0 � � � 

46 � �   �  �  4 � � � 

47         0 � � � 

48         0 � � � 

49 � �   �  � � 5 � � � 

50     �    1 � � � 
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“Table 5-13, conclusion” 

 

Cpt. P19 P20 P21 P22 P23 P24 P25 P26 
# of participants' 

indications  
Components pointed by the 

majority of participants STG 
Agreement: 

Participants and STG 
51     �    1 � � � 

52 �    �    2 � � � 

53     �    1 � � � 

54 � �   � � �  5 � � � 

55 � � � � � � � � 8 � � � 

56 � � �  � � � � 7 � � � 

57     �    1 � � � 

58 �    �    2 � � � 

59 � �  � �  � � 6 � � � 

60         0 � � � 

            90% of agreement 
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Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado 

no documento.-4 shows that 30 components (50%) were not indicated, and 30 

components (50%) were indicated with code smell–20 components were 

indicated by four or less participants and ten components were indicated by five 

or more participants. The participants failed to indicate these 20 components 

because they considered only one measure in their analysis or did not consider 

NCR. For example, P19, P20, P23, and P25 considered only NOA while 

analyzing the "component 8". Besides, ten (33%) from 30 components were 

indicated by the majority of participants: i) five components (50%) received five 

indications; ii) one component (10%) received six indications; iii) one 

component (10%) received seven indications; and iv) three components (30%) 

were indicated by eight participants. It occurred because participants selected 

different thresholds and/or failed in their analysis. For example, P24 did not 

indicate "component 59" because the High value was used for CBO. P22 did not 

indicate "component 56" because value of the measures is higher than the 

thresholds and the participant did not indicate the component. 

 

 
Figure Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 

documento.-4  Number of Indications per Component - SPL Shotgun 
Surgery 
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Six more participants failed in their analyses because they considered 

one or two measures and these failures caused 53 wrong indications: i) P19: 17 

failures; ii) P20: 3 failures; iii) P23: 19 failures; iv) P24: 1 failures; v) P25: 12 

failures; and vi) P26: 1 failure. P19, P20, P23, P25, and P26 did not indicate 18 

components, because they did not consider NCR. P19 and P20 did not indicate 

"component 59" because they did not consider NOA. The detection strategy 

indicated four components (7%) with code smell and 56 components (93%) 

without code smell. Considering the strategy's indications and the agreement 

among the participants, they agreed in 54 indications (90%) and disagreed in six 

indications (10%). These six components were not indicated by the strategy 

because "component 25", "component 37", "component 43", and "component 

49" have NCR = 0. "Component 54" has no refinements and NOM is lower than 

the High value. "Component 59" has NOA lower than the High value. 

Participants and STG disagreed only in "component 59" because the other five 

components were wrongly indicated by the participants. Thus, agreement would 

be 59 in 60 (98%). 

5.5.5 Statistical Tests 

We performed statistical tests to verify if the proposed measures-based 

detection strategies support the SPL code smells detection. We verified the 

reliability of the participant indications regarding methods/components indicated 

with/without code smell using Fleiss’ Kappa. Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o 

estilo especificado foi encontrado no documento.-29 shows Fleiss' Kappa 

measures for SPL God Method, SPL God Class, and SPL Shotgun Surgery. 

Fleiss' Kappa measure for SPL God Method (0.793) indicates a high agreement 

among the participants and the value 0.427 for the other two code smells 

indicates a moderate agreement. Due to the p-value < 0.001 and using 0.05 as 
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the significance level, we can reject H0 (p-value < 0.05) and accept H1 in all 

tests.  

We have a reasonable agreement among the participants and the Fleiss’ 

Kappa measures indicate a moderate to high reliability. The agreement in SPL 

God Class and SPL Shotgun Surgery would be better if we had a lower number 

of failures in indications. Those failures may have been caused due to 

complexity of the code smells definitions, and consequently, to the number of 

measures involved in the SPL God Class and SPL Shotgun Surgery analysis, 

which is higher than the number of measures involved in the SPL God Method. 

Therefore, more studies are necessary to improve the reliability of the 

participant’s indications. 

 

Table Erro! Nenhum texto com o estilo especificado foi encontrado no 
documento.-29   Fleiss' Kappa Measures 

 SPL God Method SPL God Class SPL Shotgun 
Surgery 

Fleiss' Kappa 0.793 0.427 0.427 

Confidence Interval - 

95% 

upper: 0.827  

lower: 0.758 

upper: 0.506  

lower: 0.396 

upper: 0.474  

lower: 0.379 

p-value < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 

Interpretation High Agreement 
Moderate 

Agreement 

Moderate 

Agreement 

 

Nevertheless, the statistical evidences show that there was significant 

agreement among the participants. Therefore, we used the indications of the 

majority of participants as an oracle and performed the Binomial and Sign tests 

to verify the probability of the detection strategy's results having been by 

chance. The detection strategies and participants agreed in: i) 58 out of the 60 

inspections (97%) in SPL God Method and SPL God Class; and ii) 54 out of the 

60 inspections (90%) in SPL Shotgun Surgery. The statistical test with 0.5 of 
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"success" probability in each inspection showed that we can reject H0 and 

accept H1 (p-value < 0.0001). Therefore, the statistical evidences showed that 

the strategies can be used to detect the SPL code smells analyzed in agreement 

with participants. 

5.6 Threats to Validity 

This work is a first step in detecting code smells in FOP-based SPLs. 

Therefore, we performed the exploratory study very carefully. However, the 

following threats to validity exist: 

 

a) Conclusion. We re-implemented traditional and OO measures and 

implemented new measures to assess FO software developed in 

AHEAD and this may threat the conclusion due to validity of the 

values. To mitigate this, we and a third person confirmed the values 

using manual counting and other tools to measure Java code, such as 

Eclipse Metrics Plugin and Google CodePro Analytix. Another 

threat was the comparison of participants’ agreement using only 

descriptive analyses, such as agreement percentage. Therefore, we 

used statistical test of inter-rater agreement to assess the reliability of 

the agreement between a fixed number of raters; 

b) Internal . We prepared documents with the descriptions of the 

TankWar SPL, the target code smell, and the measures that 

participants analyzed to detect the code smells. The threat was 

connected to the descriptions since they may have omitted some 

useful information for some participant. Thus, to treat this, the 

author and his supervisors performed a review in each document. 

The number of participants in each group and how they were divided 
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is also a threat to validity. We had groups with different numbers of 

participants: 11 participants from one institution; and 15 participants 

from other institution divided in two groups (7 and 8 participants). 

Since (i) each participant worked only with one code smell, (ii) we 

did not perform any inter-groups test, and (iii) the participants’ 

knowledge is homogeneous the effect of this threat in the results is 

minimum. Another threat is the number of SPLs used to calculate the 

thresholds. Although we used eight non-commercials SPL, they were 

used in several works, for instance, to study cohesion, code clones, 

and refactoring methods. If we had used a higher number of SPLs, 

we would have different thresholds, which would influence in the 

number of detected methods and components; 

c) Construct. We proposed different perspectives of traditional code 

smells for FOP-based SPLs, and measures-based detection strategies 

to detect such code smells. The threat is connected to the detection 

strategies because they may have not addressed the code smell 

definitions correctly or completely. However, the statistical 

evidences showed that they are in agreement with participants 

thoughts; 

d) External. The generalization of the results may have been 

threatened because we used only one compositional approach 

(AHEAD) and the participants may not represent the population. 

This threat was minimized because we did not evaluated specific 

mechanisms of AHEAD, instead, we analyzed the concepts of base 

code and refinements present in other approaches. Although most 

participants were students, the majority of them had basic knowledge 

in software measurement, FOP, and SPL, and worked in industry. 

We believe that it is the reality of small and medium companies or 
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even in large companies. However, more studies must be carried out 

to confirm it. 

 

 

5.7 Final Considerations 

This chapter presented the exploratory study by detailing the 

participants' characterization, training and manual inspection sessions, analysis 

procedures, results, discussions, and threats to the study validity. We performed 

this study to verify if our detection strategies could be used as code smells 

predictors. The study allowed us to learn about participants' behavior regarding 

selected thresholds and to note that manual inspection is error-proneness. In 

spite of some divergence in the selected thresholds, there was a significant 

reliability on the participants’ indications (from moderate to high), and an 

agreement between majority of participants and detection strategies that did not 

occur by chance. Thus, we did not adjust any detection strategies' parameters. 

The statistical tests provided evidences that our measures-based detection 

strategies can be used instead of manual inspections. 
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6 FINAL CONSIDERATIONS 

6.1 Conclusion 

Code smells are symptoms that something is wrong in the software 

source code and have been identified in OO and AO software. These 

technologies can be used to develop FOP-based SPL, but specific technologies 

to deal with features have been proposed, such as AHEAD. This technology is a 

compositional approach and is based on base code and refinements. In this work, 

we performed an exploratory study aiming at investigating measures-based 

detection of three code smells in FOP-based SPL: God Method, God Class, and 

Shotgun Surgery. We adapted definitions of these code smells and proposed 

eight measures to address characteristics of the compositional approach, such as 

constants and refinements. 

To detect the code smells, we combined the measures, built three 

measures-based detection strategies, and developed a computational tool for 

Variability Smell Detection. To verify if our strategies would be good code 

smell predictors, we requested 26 participants to perform manual inspections 

and we compared the results with the strategies' results. In the manual 

inspections, the majority of participants selected thresholds with average value. 

Informally, two participants commented that they selected that value because 

they were in doubt on which threshold should be selected and they selected 

average value as a "secure" option. 

The homogeneity of the participants on courses taken, work experience, 

and knowledge conducted them in a similar behavior concerning the selected 

thresholds and their analyses. We calculated the reliability of their indications 

using Fleiss' Kappa measure, which showed a reliability from moderate to high. 
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We noticed that it could achieve higher reliability if the training session had 

exercises on manual detection in addition to exposed theory. 

Some participants failed in their analysis because they ignored the code 

smell definition and used only one measure to evaluate the code smell presence. 

Other participants indicated one threshold and compared a value with other or 

even with all values in accordance with the thresholds, the component was not 

indicated. We believe that this may have occurred due to (i) the lower 

engagement of the participants with the study, (ii) the complexity of the code 

smells definitions, or (iii) the amount of measures, methods, and components to 

be analyzed. 

 In spite of that, the use of the strategies and the majority of participants 

agreed in 97% in detecting SPL God Method and SPL God Class, and 90% in 

detecting SPL Shotgun Surgery. The statistical tests showed a significant level 

of agreement among them. Therefore, our detection strategies can be used as a 

code smell predictor in FOP-based SPL.  

Finally, despite of the detailing of 33 FOP measures and the proposed 

measures for compositional approaches, more studies are necessary to verify if 

and when traditional, OO, and AO measures are applicable to detect code smells 

or to measure properties of an SPL. It is also interesting to investigate the 

occurrence of other code smells in FOP-based SPL, since we observed some 

kind of Long Parameter List, Switch Statements, and Inappropriate Intimacy 

code smells in the analyzed SPLs. 

6.2 Contribution 

The research in variability smells–code smells in SPL–is still in early 

stages and this work provides a code-perspective of variability smells. In 

addition, we performed a systematic review to identify contemporary measures 
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(FO and AO measures) and we found 33 and 78 measures for FOP and AOP, 

respectively. Furthermore, we detailed those 33 FO measures, and presented 

three SPLs repositories available in the Internet (FeatureIDE Eclipse plug-in, 

AHEAD project, and SPL2go). We focused on the FOP measures because we 

chose AHEAD as the technique to implement the features, but detailing AOP 

measures is also important.  

In short, the main contributions are fourfold:  

 

• We proposed eight measures for compositional approaches like 

AHEAD. Those measures can be useful to know more details on 

components and methods developed in an SPL;  

• Based on existing code smells, we presented a different perspective to 

God Method, God Class, and Shotgun Surgery addressing specific 

characteristics of FOP. We also verified that they occur in the eight 

analyzed SPLs; 

• We combined the proposed measures with traditional and OO 

measures to build three measures-based detection strategies. We 

compared the results of manual inspections with detection strategies, 

and we concluded that the detection strategies are good code smells 

predictors and can be used instead of manual inspections; 

• To make the measurement and detection automatically, we developed 

a computational tool for Variability Smell Detection. Despite of 

existing tools to measure OO and AO software, we did not find any 

tool to measure FO software, especially AHEAD-based code. 
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6.3 Future Work 

As future work, we suggest to: 

a) Develop a tool to measure different software based on compositional 

approaches; 

b) Perform other studies with more participants and other SPLs to 

investigate new code smells and elaborate new detection strategies;  

c) Perform a study on code smells in evolving FOP-based SPL; 

d) Investigate what experts consider, e.g., what is a large and complex 

method, or a long class; 

e) Study refactoring methods for the proposed code smells; 

f) Study correlation between participants' courses, experience, and 

knowledge and the selected thresholds; 

g) Improve the reliability of the participants’ indications. 

6.4 Publication Results 

We published preliminary results in a symposium and in a workshop: 

a) ABILIO, R. S. et al. A systematic review of contemporary metrics for 

software maintainability. In: BRAZILIAN SYMPOSIUM ON 

SOFTWARE COMPONENTS ARCHITECTURES AND REUSE, 

6., 2012, Natal. Proceedings… Washington: IEEE Computer 

Society Washington, 2012. p. 130-139. 

b) ABILIO, R. S.; FIGUEIREDO, E.; COSTA, H. Critérios e diretrizes 

para o desenvolvimento de linhas de produtos de software 
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APPENDIX 

APPENDIX A  - BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

Questionnaire 

1) Name: _____________________________________ Birthday: ___/___/___ 

2) Regarding your experience on software project and programming: 

a. Mark all courses that you took, or even, if such content was given together 

with some course that you have taken 

( ) Database Systems ( ) Java Programming 
( ) Object-Oriented Programming ( ) Software Modeling 
( ) Web Technology ( ) Project Management 
( ) Distributed Systems ( ) Fault-tolerant Systems 

b. Have you worked or are you working in a software development company? If 

yes, how long? 

( ) No, I have never worked in a software development company. 
( ) Up to 1 year. 
( ) Between 1 and 3 years. 
( ) More than 3 years. 

3) Classify your knowledge in regards to the following topics: 1 = no 

knowledge; 5 = expert: 

Level of Knowledge 
Knowledge in... 

1 2 3 4 5 
Java Programming      
Software Measurement      
Feature-Oriented Programming      
Software Product Lines      
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APPENDIX B  - SPL GOD METHOD DOCUMENT 

 

Group A - SPL God Method 

Name: _______________________________________________________ 

Step 1) Listen to the exercise explanation. 

Step 2) After the end of the exercise explanation, you can begin to follow the 

steps described below. 

Step 3) Begin reading the text below on TankWar SPL. 

IMPORTANT  

Before you begin the reading, please, what time is it now? ____:____ 

TankWar is a shoot'em up game, developed as a Software Product Line (SPL). It 

is a medium size SPL (approx. 5,000 LOC) and consists of 37 features. In this 

SPL, we can generate games for PC and mobile phones. Among the main 

products' variabilities, we have: 

• two options of languages (English or German); 

• two difficulty levels (easy or hard); 

• three options of screen size; 

• sound enable or disable; 

• the amount of tank's types (1, 2 or 3 types); 

• tanks' tools, maximum of six tools; 

• an option to store the results and generate the ranking. 

Step 4) Read the code smell, measures, and thresholds values description. 
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1) Description of SPL God Method code smell 

A method with SPL God Method may start out as a "normal" method, having a 

"normal" size and realizing one concern. However, its responsibilities can grow 

due to the number of features that re-implement it via override or refinement 

(add behavior). A method with SPL God Method can be long and complex, 

and/or may concentrate responsibilities. 

2) Measures description 

Table B-1 and Table B-2 present the measures for SPL properties and for the 

methods, respectively. 

NOTE:  the higher the measure's value, probably the worse it is. 

Table B-1 - Measures for SPL properties 

Name Acrony
m 

Description 

Total Cyclomatic Complexity TCyclo SPL total cyclomatic complexity 

Total Lines of Code TLoC 
Total number of physical lines of active code, i.e., no blank 
or commented lines code. 

Total Number of Method 
Refinements 

TNMR Total number of refinements that a method has in an SPL 

Total Number of Operation 
Overrides 

TNOOr 
Total number of overrides that an operation (method) has in 
an SPL 

Total Number of Methods TNOM Total number of methods in an SPL 
Total Number of Overridden 
Operations 

NOrO Total number of methods that were overridden 

Number of Refined Methods NRM Total number of methods that were refined 

 

Table B-2 - Measures for Methods  

Name Acronym Description 
Cyclomatic Complexity Cyclo Number of independent paths in a method 
Method's Lines of Code MLoC Number of executable lines in a method 
Number of Method Refinements NMR Number of refinements that a method has 
Number of Operation Overrides NOOr Number of overrides that an operation (method) has 
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3) Thresholds values 

Table B-3 presents the thresholds values, which should be affered during the 

measures analysis of each method. 

Table B-3 - Thresholds 

Value Derived Measures 
Low Average High 

TLoC/TNOM 6.00 10.09 14.19 
TCyclo/TLoC 0.18 0.21 0.24 

(TNOOr+TNMR)/(NOrO+NRM) 1.45 1.92 2.9 

 
• TLoC/TNOM : average number of lines of code per method. For example: 

each method has 10 lines of code in average. 

• TCyclo/TLoC : number of branches per lines of code. For example: there is 

a branch for each 0.21 lines of code, i.e., 2.1 branches for each 10 lines of 

code. 

• (TNOOr+TNMR)/(NOrO+NRM) : relation between the number of 

overrides and refinements of methods and the number of overridden and 

refined methods. For example: each overridden or refined method has 1.92 

overrides or refinements. 

Step 5) Indicate, in the reserved space, the thresholds that will be used in the 

analysis based in Table 3. Inspect the measures' values in each row of the tables 

below and, using the thresholds you indicated, judge if the method has the smell 

pointing out an X in the last column (Has Smell). In addition, circle the 

measures' values that you used in your judgment. 

 

IMPORTANT  

Before you begin the reading, please, what time is it now? ____:____  
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Reserved space for the thresholds used for:  

MLoC : _____  Cyclo: _____  NMR+NOOr : _____ 

Feature Component Method Refine
ment 

MLoC  Cyclo NMR NOOr Has 
smell 

Beschleunigung Tank.jak toolKontroller() Y 11 6 0 0  
Bombe Maler.jak helpItemErstellen() Y 3 1 0 0  
Bombe Tank.jak toolBehandeln(int) Y 18 8 0 0  
Einfrieren Tank.jak toolKontroller() Y 15 8 0 0  

Explodieren 
ExplodierenEffe
kt.jak 

fillTriangle(int, int, int, int, 
int, int) 

N 55 10 0 0  

Feuerkraft Tank.jak toolBehandeln(int) Y 11 3 0 0  
Feuerkraft Tank.jak toolKontroller() Y 11 6 0 0  
fuer_Handy Maler.jak drawImage(String, int, int) N 315 103 0 0  
fuer_PC Maler.jak drawImage(String, int, int) N 316 103 0 0  
Handy KeyMonitor.jak KeyMonitor(GameManager) N 2 1 0 0  
Handy KeyMonitor.jak keyReleased(int) N 23 11 0 0  

Handy Maler.jak 
drawRoundRect(int, int, int, 
int, int, int) 

N 2 1 0 0  

Handy Maler.jak fillOvall(int, int, int, int) N 2 1 0 0  
Handy Maler.jak fillRect(int, int, int, int) N 2 1 0 0  
Handy Maler.jak gameLevel(int) N 17 3 0 0  
Handy Maler.jak gamesize() N 3 1 0 3  
Handy Maler.jak helpItemErstellen() N 5 1 6 0  
Handy Maler.jak tankErstellen() N 6 1 3 0  
Handy Menu.jak add(String, Image, Image, int) N 34 8 0 0  
Handy Menu.jak erscheinen(Graphics) N 65 16 0 0  
Handy Menu.jak KeyBehandeln(int) N 42 15 0 0  

Handy Option.jak 
Option(boolean, String, 
Image, Image, int) 

N 6 1 0 0  

Hard Tank.jak tankFeindKI() N 39 16 0 0  

Image 
ExplodierenEffe
kt.jak 

malen() N 22 7 0 0  

Image Tank.jak tankMalen() N 42 26 0 0  
IMG_tool Tool.jak toolMalen() N 21 7 0 0  
M_240 Maler.jak gamesize() N 3 1 0 0  
Mars Tank.jak beschaedigen(int, int) Y 5 2 0 0  
Mars Tool.jak init(TankManager, int, int, int) Y 7 2 0 0  
PC KeyMonitor.jak KeyMonitor(GameManager) N 2 1 0 0  
PC Maler.jak fillOvall(int, int, int, int) N 2 1 0 0  
PC Maler.jak gamesize() N 1 1 0 3  
PC Maler.jak helpItemErstellen() N 5 1 6 0  
PC Maler.jak keyReleased(int) N 2 1 0 0  
PC Maler.jak pause() N 10 2 0 0  
PC Maler.jak tankErstellen() N 6 1 3 0  
PC Menu.jak erscheinen(Graphics) N 71 16 0 0  
PC Menu.jak KeyBehandeln(int) N 42 15 0 0  
PC Menu.jak setLogoKoordinate(int, int) N 3 1 0 0  
Re_fuer_Handy Maler.jak keyRepeated(int) N 21 10 0 0  
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Re_fuer_Handy NameChar.jak up() N 5 2 0 0  

Re_fuer_Handy 
NameTextField.j
ak 

erscheinen(Graphics) N 20 4 0 0  

 
Feature Component Method Refine

ment MLoC  Cyclo NMR NOOr Has 
smell 

Record 
TankManager.ja
k 

malenkontrolle() Y 10 3 0 0  

Sound_fuer_Han
dy 

SoundPlayer.jak getInstance() N 5 2 0 0  

Sound_fuer_Han
dy 

SoundPlayer.jak playEatSound() N 5 2 0 0  

Sound_fuer_Han
dy 

SoundPlayer.jak playExplodeSound() N 5 2 0 0  

Sound_fuer_Han
dy 

SoundPlayer.jak playRogerSound() N 5 2 0 0  

Sound_fuer_Han
dy 

SoundPlayer.jak playYessirSound() N 5 2 0 0  

Sound_fuer_pc SoundPlayer.jak playEatSound() N 3 1 0 0  
Sound_fuer_pc Tank.jak explodieren() Y 8 2 0 0  

TankWar GameObject.jak 
init(TankManager, int, int, int, 
int, int, int, int, int) 

N 12 1 0 0  

TankWar GameObject.jak stossenGegen(Vector) N 14 7 0 0  
TankWar Missile.jak koordinateAktualisieren(long) N 23 9 0 0  
TankWar Tank.jak explodieren() N 5 3 4 0  
TankWar Tank.jak koordinateAktualisieren(long) N 130 39 0 0  
TankWar Tank.jak toolBehandeln(int) N 1 1 8 1  
Tools Tank.jak toolBehandeln(int) N 1 1 8 0  
Tools Tank.jak toolKontroller() N 1 1 4 0  

Tools 
TankManager.ja
k 

toolsLaden() N 1 1 6 0  

Tools Tool.jak init(TankManager, int, int, int) N 4 1 6 0  

 

IMPORTANT  

Finally, please, what time is it now? ____:____  
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APPENDIX C  - SPL GOD CLASS DOCUMENT 

 
Group B - SPL God Class 

Name: __________________________________________________________ 

Step 1) Listen to the exercise explanation. 

Step 2) After the end of the exercise explanation, you can begin to follow the 

steps described below. 

Step 3) Begin reading the text below on TankWar SPL. 

IMPORTANT  

Before you begin the reading, please, what time is it now? ____:____  

TankWar is a shoot'em up game, developed as a Software Product Line (SPL). It 

is a medium size SPL (approx. 5,000 LOC) and consists of 37 features. In this 

SPL, we can generate games for PC and mobile phones. Among the main 

products' variabilities, we have: 

• two options of languages (English or German); 

• two difficulty levels (easy or hard); 

• three options of screen size; 

• sound enable or disable; 

• the amount of tank's types (1, 2 or 3 types); 

• tanks' tools, maximum of six tools; 

• an option to store the results and generate the ranking. 

Step 4) Read the code smell, measures, and thresholds values description. 
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1) Description of SPL God Class code smell 

A component that suffers from symptoms of God Class in an SPL is a 

component that beyond can be large and complex, can concentrate 

responsibilities. These responsibilities can grow due to the number of features 

that refine (add behavior) a particular component. 

2) Measures description 

Table C-4 and Table C-5 present the measures for SPL properties and for the 

methods, respectively. 

NOTE:  the higher the measure's value, probably the worse it is. 

Table C-4 - Measures for SPL properties 

Name Acrony
m 

Description 

Total Coupling Between 
Objects 

TCBO Total number of coupling among the components in an SPL 

Total Cyclomatic 
Complexity 

TCyclo SPL total cyclomatic complexity 

Total Lines of Code TLoC 
Total number of physical lines of active code, i.e., no blank or 
commented lines code. 

Total Number of Attributes TNOA Total number of attributes in an SPL 

Number of Components NOC 
Counts how many components (constants/refinements) were necessary 
to implement the features 

Number of Constants NOCt Number of constants (classes, interfaces) used to realize the features 
Total Number of Methods TNOM Total number of methods in an SPL 
Number of Refinements NOR Number of refinements used to realize the features 
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Table C-5 - Measures for Components 

Name Acrony
m 

Description 

Coupling Between Objects CBO 

CBO of a class is the number of classes to which a particular class is 
coupled, without have inheritance relations with it. A class is 
coupled with another class if either one accesses a method or 
attribute of the other 

Lines of Code LoC 
Number of physical lines of active code, i.e., no blank or commented 
lines code. 

Number of Constant 
Refinements 

NCR Number of refinements that a constant has 

Number of Attributes NOA Number of attributes declared in a class 

Number of Methods NOM Number of methods declared in a class 
Weighted Methods per 
Components 

WMC It is the sum of the complexity of each method in a class 

3) Thresholds values 

Table C-6 presents the thresholds values, which should be affered during the 

measures analysis of each method. 

Table C-6 - Thresholds 

Value Derived Measures 
Low Average High 

TLoC/NOC 16.53 37.53 58.53 
TCyclo/TLoC 0.18 0.21 0.24 
TNOA/NOC 0.58 1.84 3.10 
TNOM/NOC 1.86 3.60 5.34 
NOR/NOCt 0.50 2.46 4.41 
TCBO/NOC 2.97 5.95 8.92 

 
• TLoC/NOC : average number of lines of code per component. For example: 

each component has 37.53 lines of code in average. 

• TCyclo/TLoC : number of branches per lines of code. For example: there is 

a branch for each 0.21 lines of code, i.e., 2.1 branches for each 10 lines of 

code. 

• TNOA/NOC : average number of attributes per component. For example: 

each component has 1.84 attributes in average. 

• TNOM/NOC : average number of methods per component. For example: 

each component has 3.60 methods in average. 
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• NOR/NOCt: average number of refinement per constant. For example: each 

constant has 2.46 in average. 

• TCBO/NOC: average number of coupling per component. For example: 

each component is coupled to 5.95 others components in average. 

Step 5) Indicate, in the reserved space, the thresholds that will be used in the 

analysis based in Table 3. Inspect the measures' values in each row of the tables 

below and, using the thresholds you indicated, judge if the method has the smell 

pointing out an X in the last column (Has Smell). In addition, circle the 

measures' values that you used in your judgment. 

IMPORTANT  

Before you begin the reading, please, what time is it now? ____:____  

Reserved space for the thresholds used for:  

LoC: ____ NOO: ____ NOA: ____ CBO: ____ NCR: ____WMC/LoC : ____ 

Feature Component Refine
ment 

LoC NOO NOA CBO WMC  NCR WMC
/LoC 

Has Smell 

Beschleunigung TankManager.jak Y 5 1 0 1 1 0 0.20  
Beschleunigung Tool.jak Y 11 1 0 2 2 0 0.18  
Bombe Maler.jak Y 5 1 0 2 1 0 0.20  
Bombe Tank.jak Y 22 1 0 2 8 0 0.36  
Bombe Tool.jak Y 11 1 0 2 2 0 0.18  
DE Sprach.jak N 18 0 17 1 0 0 0.00  
Easy Tank.jak Y 15 1 0 3 3 0 0.20  
einfrieren Maler.jak Y 5 1 0 2 1 0 0.20  
einfrieren TankManager.jak Y 5 1 0 1 1 0 0.20  
einfrieren Tool.jak Y 11 1 0 2 2 0 0.18  
EN Sprach.jak N 18 0 17 1 0 0 0.00  
Energie Maler.jak Y 5 1 0 2 1 0 0.20  
Energie TankManager.jak Y 5 1 0 1 1 0 0.20  
explodieren Missile.jak Y 6 1 0 2 1 0 0.17  
explodieren Tank.jak Y 6 1 0 2 1 0 0.17  
Feuerkraft Tool.jak Y 11 1 0 2 2 0 0.18  
fuer_Handy Maler.jak Y 320 2 1 8 104 0 0.33  
fuer_PC Maler.jak Y 322 2 1 7 104 0 0.32  
Germany_Leopar
d 

Maler.jak Y 8 1 0 2 1 0 0.13  

Handy Option.jak N 27 3 4 2 3 0 0.11  
Handy TankManager.jak Y 11 4 0 2 4 0 0.36  
Handy KeyMonitor.jak N 63 4 1 4 28 0 0.44  
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Feature Component Refine
ment 

LoC NOO NOA CBO WMC  NCR WMC
/LoC 

Has Smell 

Handy Maler.jak N 300 32 10 12 63 16 0.21  
Handy Menu.jak N 254 12 11 7 66 0 0.26  
Hard Tank.jak Y 49 1 0 3 16 0 0.33  

Image 
ExplodierenEffekt.j
ak 

Y 28 1 3 2 7 0 0.25  

Image Missile.jak Y 23 1 0 3 7 0 0.30  
Image Tank.jak Y 72 2 0 2 31 0 0.43  
IMG_tool Tool.jak Y 23 1 0 1 7 0 0.30  
M_600 Maler.jak Y 5 1 0 1 1 0 0.20  
M_780 Maler.jak Y 5 1 0 1 1 0 0.20  
Mars Maler.jak Y 5 1 0 2 1 0 0.20  
Mars Tank.jak Y 29 3 2 2 8 0 0.28  
Mars TankManager.jak Y 5 1 0 1 1 0 0.20  
Mars Tool.jak Y 11 1 0 2 2 0 0.18  
PC InfoPanel.jak N 37 2 3 6 6 0 0.16  
PC Menu.jak N 293 13 11 12 67 0 0.23  
PC Option.jak N 27 3 4 2 3 0 0.11  
PC Maler.jak N 304 31 14 18 58 16 0.19  
Re_fuer_Handy Record.jak N 95 2 2 9 16 0 0.17  
Re_fuer_Handy Maler.jak Y 93 8 2 9 26 0 0.28  
Re_fuer_PC Record.jak N 100 2 3 11 28 0 0.28  
Record Tank.jak Y 5 1 0 1 1 0 0.20  
Record TankManager.jak Y 28 4 3 3 7 0 0.25  
Sound_fuer_Hand
y 

Missile.jak Y 9 1 0 3 2 0 0.22  

Sound_fuer_Hand
y 

Tank.jak Y 29 3 0 3 10 0 0.34  

Sound_fuer_Hand
y 

SoundPlayer.jak N 120 13 10 8 35 0 0.29  

Sound_fuer_pc Tank.jak Y 41 3 0 4 13 0 0.32  
TankWar GameManager.jak N 22 7 14 0 0 2 0.00  
TankWar MalerZeit.jak N 15 2 1 3 4 0 0.27  
TankWar MapInfo.jak N 126 2 33 9 15 0 0.12  
TankWar GameObject.jak N 83 9 7 5 25 0 0.30  
TankWar Missile.jak N 123 7 6 5 30 4 0.24  
TankWar Tank.jak N 401 14 17 6 121 14 0.30  
TankWar TankManager.jak N 211 15 27 12 43 12 0.20  
TankWar Wall.jak N 69 5 2 4 17 1 0.25  
Tools Tank.jak Y 24 3 0 3 8 0 0.33  
Tools TankManager.jak Y 25 4 1 4 9 0 0.36  
Tools Tool.jak N 42 6 3 4 13 7 0.31  
USA_M1Abrams Maler.jak Y 8 1 0 2 1 0 0.13  

 
 

IMPORTANT  

Finally, please, what time is it now? ____:____  
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APPENDIX D  - SPL SHOTGUN SURGERY DOCUMENT 

 
Group C - SPL Shotgun Surgery 

Name: ________________________________________________________ 

Step 1) Listen to the exercise explanation. 

Step 2) After the end of the exercise explanation, you can begin to follow the 

steps described below. 

Step 3) Begin reading the text below on TankWar SPL. 

IMPORTANT  

Before you begin the reading, please, what time is it now? ____:____  

TankWar is a shoot'em up game, developed as a Software Product Line (SPL). It 

is a medium size SPL (approx. 5,000 LOC) and consists of 37 features. In this 

SPL, we can generate games for PC and mobile phones. Among the main 

products' variabilities, we have: 

• two options of languages (English or German); 

• two difficulty levels (easy or hard); 

• three options of screen size; 

• sound enable or disable; 

• the amount of tank's types (1, 2, or 3 types); 

• tanks' tools, maximum of six tools; 

• an option to store the results and generate the ranking. 

Step 4) Read the code smell, measures, and thresholds values description. 
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1) Description of SPL Shotgun Surgery code smell  

In traditional Shotgun Surgery code smell, changes in a class may propagate to 

other classes. In SPL, this code smell may occur in classes which have many 

refinements, attributes, operations, and are coupled to other classes. In other 

words, classes that share many attributes and operations with many refinements 

and have a high number of relationship with other classes may suffer from SPL 

Shotgun Surgery because changes in it may propagate to the related classes 

(refinements or not). 

2) Measures description 

Table D-7 and Table D-8 present the measures for SPL properties and for the 

methods, respectively. 

NOTE:  the higher the measure's value, probably the worse it is. 

Table D-7 - Measures for SPL properties 

Name Acrony
m 

Description 

Total Coupling Between 
Objects 

TCBO Total number of coupling among the components in an SPL 

Total Number of Attributes TNOA Total number of attributes in an SPL 

Number of Components NOC 
Counts how many components (constants/refinements) were necessary 
to implement the features 

Number of Constants NOCt Number of constants (classes, interfaces) used to realize the features 
Total Number of Methods TNOM Total number of methods in an SPL 
Number of Refinements NOR Number of refinements used to realize the features 

 

Table D-8 - Measures for Components 

Name Acrony
m 

Description 

Coupling Between Objects CBO 

CBO of a class is the number of classes to which a particular class is 
coupled, without have inheritance relations with it. A class is coupled 
with another class if either one accesses a method or attribute of the 
other  

Number of Constant 
Refinements 

NCR Number of refinements that a constant has 

Number of Attributes NOA Number of attributes declared in a class 
Number of Methods NOM Number of methods declared in a class 
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3) Thresholds values 

Table D-9 presents the thresholds values, which should be affered during the 

measures analysis of each method. 

Table D-9 - Thresholds 

Value Derived Measures 
Low Average High 

TNOA/NOC 0.58 1.84 3.10 
TNOM/NOC 1.86 3.60 5.34 
NOR/NOCt 0.50 2.46 4.41 
TCBO/NOC 2.97 5.95 8.92 

 
• TNOA/NOC : average number of attributes per component. For example: 

each component has 1.84 attributes in average. 

• TNOM/NOC : average number of methods per component. For example: 

each component has 3.60 methods in average. 

• NOR/NOCt: average number of refinement per constant. For example: each 

constant has 2.46 in average. 

• TCBO/NOC: average number of coupling per component. For example: 

each component is coupled to 5.95 others components in average. 

Step 5) Indicate, in the reserved space, the thresholds that will be used in the 

analysis based in Table 3. Inspect the measures' values in each row of the tables 

below and, using the thresholds you indicated, judge if the method has the smell 

pointing out an X in the last column (Has Smell). In addition, circle the 

measures' values that you used in your judgment. 

IMPORTANT  

Before you begin the reading, please, what time is it now? ____:____  

Reserved space for the thresholds used for: 

NOO: _______ NOA: _______ CBO: _______ NCR: _______ 
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Feature Component Refinement NOO NOA CBO NCR Has Smell 
Beschleunigung Maler.jak Y 1 0 2 0  
Beschleunigung TankManager.jak Y 1 0 1 0  
Beschleunigung Tool.jak Y 1 0 2 0  
Bombe Maler.jak Y 1 0 2 0  
Bombe Tank.jak Y 1 0 2 0  
Bombe TankManager.jak Y 1 0 1 0  
Bombe Tool.jak Y 1 0 2 0  
DE Sprach.jak N 0 17 1 0  
Easy Tank.jak Y 1 0 3 0  
einfrieren Maler.jak Y 1 0 2 0  
einfrieren Tank.jak Y 2 2 3 0  
einfrieren TankManager.jak Y 1 0 1 0  
einfrieren Tool.jak Y 1 0 2 0  
Energie Tank.jak Y 1 0 1 0  
Energie Tool.jak Y 1 0 2 0  
explodieren ExplodierenEffekt.jak Y 5 4 3 0  
explodieren Tank.jak Y 1 0 2 0  
explodieren TankManager.jak Y 1 1 2 0  
Feuerkraft TankManager.jak Y 1 0 1 0  
Feuerkraft Tool.jak Y 1 0 2 0  
fuer_Handy Maler.jak Y 2 1 8 0  
fuer_PC Maler.jak Y 2 1 7 0  
Germany_Leopard Maler.jak Y 1 0 2 0  
Handy KeyMonitor.jak N 4 1 4 0  
Handy Menu.jak N 12 11 7 0  
Handy Option.jak N 3 4 2 0  
Handy TankManager.jak Y 4 0 2 0  
Handy Maler.jak N 32 10 12 16  
Image ExplodierenEffekt.jak Y 1 3 2 0  
Image Wall.jak Y 1 0 1 0  
IMG_tool Tool.jak Y 1 0 1 0  
M_600 Maler.jak Y 1 0 1 0  
M_780 Maler.jak Y 1 0 1 0  
Mars Maler.jak Y 1 0 2 0  
Mars TankManager.jak Y 1 0 1 0  
PC KeyMonitor.jak N 4 1 3 0  
PC Menu.jak N 13 11 12 0  
PC MIDlet.jak N 0 0 0 0  
PC Option.jak N 3 4 2 0  
PC Maler.jak N 31 14 18 16  
Re_fuer_Handy Maler.jak Y 8 2 9 0  
Re_fuer_Handy NameChar.jak N 4 1 1 0  
Re_fuer_Handy NameTextField.jak N 8 10 7 0  
Re_fuer_Handy Record.jak N 2 2 9 0  
Re_fuer_PC Note.jak N 1 2 2 0  
Re_fuer_PC Record.jak N 2 3 11 0  
Record Tank.jak Y 1 0 1 0  
Sound_fuer_Handy Missile.jak Y 1 0 3 0  
Sound_fuer_Handy SoundPlayer.jak N 13 10 8 0  
Sound_fuer_Handy Tank.jak Y 3 0 3 0  
Sound_fuer_pc Missile.jak Y 1 0 4 0  
Sound_fuer_pc Tank.jak Y 3 0 4 0  
TankWar MalerZeit.jak N 2 1 3 0  
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Feature Component Refinement NOO NOA CBO NCR Has Smell 

TankWar MapInfo.jak N 2 33 9 0  
TankWar Tank.jak N 14 17 6 14  
TankWar TankManager.jak N 15 27 12 12  
Tools Tank.jak Y 3 0 3 0  
Tools TankManager.jak Y 4 1 4 0  
Tools Tool.jak N 6 3 4 7  
USA_M1Abrams Maler.jak Y 1 0 2 0  

 

IMPORTANT  

Finally, please, what time is it now? ____:____  
 


